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WHY WE CARE ABOUT INNOVATION

Innovation is an activity conducted by individuals and organizations

that benefitssocie.ty at large. Although it may bring such rewards as

increased profits or prestige to individual innovators, its ultimate value

5 to the economy is realized through improvements in economic efficiency.

Innovation affects' efficiencY because it leads to changes in the prices and

quantities of goods and services produc~d and consumed in an economy.

Efficiency can be gained or lost through changes in prices, which lead to

changes in quantities produced and consumed, and through changes in

10 quantities that lead to price adjustments and further changes in

quantities. Through improvements in the efficiency of production,

innovation makes possible economic growth and increased consumer

satisfaction.

15

20

30

Innovation makes economic growth possible by increasing. productivity,

or the yield. in goods and services.. from given amounts of resources used .m

production. Productivity improvements typically result from innovations

for production processes and. for improvements in intermediate. or producer

goods such as capital equipment and. certain chemicals. 1 With increased

productivity, existing resources can be used to produce' more goods and

services throughout the economy, sustaining economic growth.

Innovat.Lon increases consumer satisfaction. through. both seonomrc

growth, which provides more goods and services to consumers, and changes in

the nature and mix of goods and services available, which enable consumers

satisfying choices among a~ai Iablajinoduct.s, .. given their

Consumersatis factiOn. depends.not only..on the .monetar-yvalue of

the types and quantities of products .consumed; but also on an intangible

quantity economists call consumer surplUS. As figure 1 shows, consumers

demand most products in amounts that vary inversely with their prices--the

lower the price, the more is bought, and vice versa. Since there normally

is only one price charged in a given market at any point in time, consumers

who .valuethe product at less than its price do not buy it, while consumers
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In more concrete terms, the inappropriability of information inhibits

innovation largely because it can prevent the recovery of costs incurred in

innovative activity, and thereby diminish the profit people can expect to

get from procuring new tehnological knowledge. Costs for research and

5 development (R&D) and other innovative activities are one-time costs that

are independent of the .costs of later use of the information. Theyare

therefore not reflected. in. the' competitivepr ice. for transmitting the

information, which is its marginal cost--the cost of generating the next

increment for use. Anyone who charged more than the marginal cost in a

10 competitive market could be undercut by competitors, who face the same

costs for copying and transmitting the information. Therefore, innovators

face the risk that competi t i on from imitators wi11'·force them to set Prices

at levels too low to recover their costs in undertaking the innovation

In addition to being' inappropriable, information is also indivisible.,

15 This means that it cannot be packaged in varying sizes and sold at

corresponding prices to serve users with different levels of interest in

it'. .k party POSS~SSing a, piece of information pays no more, to use it. more.

intensively. However,. because the value.. of a g,iven .pie,ce. of informa.tion,

may-var-y among users, charging anyone price for it will result in non-

20 optimal purchase and use' of the information., largely because potential

users with limited interest in it will refrain from buying it. Finally,

extracting any, price for information may' be difficult because potential

users can only determine the value' to them of a: given piece' of information

-and therefore the price' they would be willing to paynby possessing it.

25 The problem of indivisibility interferes with the efficient dissemination

techno.logicsI know.ledge.

Uncertainty and' the indivisibility. and', inappropriability of

information reduce the perceived' benefits and raise the perceived costs of

innovation to potential innovators relative to the benefits and costs to

30 society. Without compensating mechanisms, this divergence of private and

social costs and benefits results in underinvestment in innovation, from

society's perspective, and less efficient producer and consumer behavior
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describes the condition where a a single seller,

20 the patent holder' (W:lttl.or· 'wi1;hclUt. licEmsees)' "U ClW> case.

monopolies to pnomot.e Innovat.ron

and the distribution of wealth in' the economy as well as for the· conduct of

innovative activity.

The impac.t orr a market of a monopoly is customarily measured re·lative·

25 to conditions in a competitive market. A competitive market is shared

among many sellers, none of whom sell enough to affect product price.

While a competitively produced good is priced at its marginal cost (the

cost of producing the next increment of product), a monopolistically

produced good is priced above marginal cost. Although a competitive firm

5 The economic effects of patents and the effectiveness of patents as

incentives can be evaluated from two perspectives. The first perspective

is a narrow one that focuses on the static theoretical implications of

patent-based monopolies. The second perspective is' broader and dynamic,

taking 'into consideration differences in industry structure, conduct, and

10 other characteristics that provide the context for'the role of patents in

different industries'. From the of

HOW DO PATENTS WORK

rationale for patents has changed over time with the development of a

recognition that the creation of knowledge is not a sUfficient motivation

for invention.
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The efficiency effects of patents vary widely among innovations.The

levels of price increase, profit, and output restriction achieved for

particular patent monopolies depend on the market readiness of a newly

patented product or .process and on its relationship to other products.

First, market readiness is important because patent terms are fixed at

seventeen years beginning with receipt of the patent. If, after receipt of

a patent, more time and effort is required before a new product or process

can be commercialized, the effective patent term is diminished. This can

happen with pharmaceuticals, for example, which must undergo extensive

testing before being brought to market. Where the effective patent term is

diminished, the opportunity for earning extraordinary profits is also

diminished, although the length of effective patent term may be sufficient

for the patent holder to recover development costs through extraordinary

profits. For process (and some product) innovations, market readiness may

be less of a concern in evaluating patent terms than the degree of cost

reduction. The larger the cost reduction achieved with a process.

innovation, the shorter the period necessary for a patent holder to recover

development costs;' Therefore,' for' drastic" cost. reductions, .the longer the

effective patent monopoly,. the greater the- inefficiency. 5

Second, the relationship of a patented product or process to others

also affects the impact of a patent monopoly. Because a patent monopoly

prevents others from entering' only the market narrowly defined by the

specific patented product or process, it will be more potent the less other

products can be substituted for the patented item. Products are considered

substitutable when an. increase in the price of one product leads to

increased' consumption of another' or others.· Consequently, the availability

of substitutes constrains the ability of a producer to profitably raise

product prices. Where other products are readily SUbstituted by consumers

for a patented item, it can be argued that the patent provides only limited

control over the relevant market, defined to include all readily

substitutable products. Therefore, patents for rival products or for

variants of a patented product are individually, and perhaps even
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technology product, production of the new product at monopoly price and

output levels will lower consumer satisfaction relative to initial

levels. 10

THE BROAD VIEW: INNOVATIVE ACTIVITY AND PATENTS

Both the validity of arguments justifying the patent system and the

outcome of economic evaluations of the system depend on perceptions of how

invention and innovation proceed. Most economic models of innovation .fall

into three groups: supply-oriented, demand-oriented, and hybrids. 11

Supply-oriented mode~s, the earliest models, assume that the level of

technical knowledge and the tendency of pantLcul.ar. individuals to invent

are givens which determinethesupplyofinventionsiandinnovations. From

this perspective, patents or other incentives activate inventive

individuals. Demand-oriented models tie innovation to the pursuit of

profits by business firms, which acquire' and use inventive resources to

improve productivity and raise profits. Hybrid models relate innovation to

the .combdned. stimuli of the state of technology and. market characteristics.
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important techno log ical barrier to entry into an industry appears to be

scale economies in R&D, or the need to achieve some minimum scale of

operations to successfully conduct R&D. While the eXistence of scale

economies makes majqrinvestments in R&D necessary for success in

innovation, conducting R&D ona large scale may facilitate diversification

in R&D, which can increase the likelihood of success and the level of

expected return on investment. 14

On the other hand, barriers to entry in general slow the rate of

adoption of new technology. If entry and competition are limited, prices

and quantities may change 'relatively slowly following introduction of an

innovation, putting relatively little pressure on lncumbent firms to adopt

new technology immediately. The rate of diffusion of process innovations,

in particular, depends on entry and competitive condttrons, Process

innovations directly affect the cost and therefore the price of existing

products. Entry conditions affect the rate of change in the price of

exrs t.Ing: products" which in turn affects the point at which using old

techno:logy becomes too costly and unprofi.table relative to installing new

technology. 15

SbmecontemporarY.,analyses;suggestthat observed associations 'between

R&DaIld large firm size or concentration may reflect adifferentdrderof

causatron : technological change may" lead to concentratidnby· faci litating

the development of large firms and the exer-cd.se of market power. Almarin

Phillips, for examp le, links industry structure and innovation to defensive

conduct. He contends that because rapid technological change creates

opportunities, that encourage entry intoanindustrY,it motivates incumbent

f'Lrrns to'develop 'technologies/that impede, .entry,until>tha r-at.a of

technological change slows. The· pharmaceutical industry is believed to

exhibit such behavior. 16 Nor-dhausposLt.s a direct structural link between

process innovations and industry concentration. Innovations that make

conventional production resources more productive may promote industry

concentration because they· make production at large scales relatively

efficient. 17 Although economists have theorized about the effects of
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buyers influences innovation is uncertain; the question has received

relatively little study.)

Given the size,of the market, the relation between market power and

the profitability of an innovation appears to depend on the responsiveness

of consumer demand to changes in product price (price-elasticity of

demand). The more responsive or elastic the demand, the more sales volume

will increase for a given percentage r-educ.t i on in price; the less elastic

the demand, the less saleS volume will fall with a given per-centage

increase in price. See figure 5. If a competitive and a monopolistic

industry each serve consumers that are comparably responsiv., to changes in

product price, the incentive to innovate to reduce 'costs may be greatest

for the monopolist because he can make more profits than a competitive firm

by increasing sales volume and lowering product price. On the other hand,

a competitive firm may have the greater Incentive-r-measur-edun terms of

potential profits.--toundertake a major process innovation if it sells to

consumers who are sufficiently more responsive. to pr- ice. changes than those

served by a monopolist. Undertheseconditions,increasesin.salesvolume

following introduction of an innovation/would increase profits for the

competitive firm more than for the monopolist;.22

Levels of techno Iog.Lca L'oppor-tunt ty. and product differentiation. are

other industry attributes that influence differences in innovation and

patenting activity between and within industries. For example, Scherer has

found that manufacturing firms tend to delvelop much m()reof the· technology

they use than nonmanufacturing firms, which tend to use technologies

developed by others. SUch difrerencesinthe origin and use ofnew

technology/by industry/reflect broad differences in technological

opportunity. Scherer has a Iso found that the. propensity to patent is

relatively high .In chemical and electronic industries,. for example, where

there are relatively high levels of technological opportunity, and

relatively low in general and· mechanical industries, which have relatively

low levels of technological opportunities. 23 Findings by some economists

of greater innovation levels among product oriented industries relative to
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process-oriented industries may refIectgreatercompetitive value for

differentiation,. and hence innovation, for products relative to

processes. 24 It may also reflect greater average levels of maturity for

process industries relative to product industries.

Levels of technological opportunity and/or product differentiation

also affect whether industry structural characteristics such as

concentration are associated with industry innovation patterns. Firms with

limited opportunities for technological development and/or product

differentiation maybe more motivated to innovate· in concentrated

industries than in competitive industries because concentration enables

them to capture more profits from an innovation than are. possible under

competitive conditions.

Aspects of market. conduct as well as market structure affect

innovative activity. In par-trcutar , innovation levels for different

industries appear to vary. according to the competitive advantages· in

product markets of being innovative,per·se. AsMansfieldand.others have

noted, consumers reward technological change in some industries. more than

others. Innovation tends to be competitively valuablewhereproduDts are

highly differentiated, a condition which allows innovators to develop new

submarkets·by·creating new products (orprocesses).The opportunity to

obtain patents may r-emrorce the incentive to innovate for purposes of

differentiation because·patentrestrictionsprotect new market niches

created through innovation. 25 Scherer,for example, found in comparing

industries that for a given level of R&D spending, industries producing

consumer goods, which are highly differentiated, obtained significantly

more patents. 26 However, the obtaining of patents doesnotassure.tl;1.at

innovation-- in par-tIcular ," theuse.of· patented.technology-~.takesplace.

Innovative activity may be stimulated directly by competition in ·R&D,

as opposed to competition in a product market. Rivalry in innovation

appears to be inherently stronger than other types of rivalry. The fact

that each research project and approach is in some way unique, even when
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similar to the newest technology is blocked by exisiting patents, rivals

can enhance their competitiveness and profitability by developing

technologies better than prior art, even if it is inferior to the best

available technology that is restricted by patents.

5 Economists differ as to whether these practices are inefficient and

therefore a drawback of the patent system. The argument against inventing

around and between is that society benefits most from the introduction of

the best available technology, the use of which leads to the most efficient

allocation of resources to production. Although these activities are

10 profitable to private parties, the social benefits are negligible compared

to the social benefits of activities that yield the .bes t available

technology. Intermediate or parallel innovations convey less benefit and

exhaust resources that might be more pr.oductive in other applications,

including other types of innovation . The argument for engaging in

15 inventing around and between is that the' efforts might lead to. more.

., significant. innovations , and the outcomes. may improve competition in

. producLrnarkets.bynarrowing the advantage conveyed by the, original patent

There are two other practices that appear inefficient, although,

again,theymay. be necessary. side-effects ofa system that yields more

20 innovation compared to conditions without it. First, the. prospect of

obtainingbroad,.strong patents may encourage an excessive number of rivals

to attempta.particular innovation,.because the potentiaTreturnon

investment maybe much higher t.hanTor- other patentable innovations that

could more easily be invented around {or between). The converse of this

25 problem is that potential .Innovet.ora-may-not invest sufficient resources in

other areas because they may not be able to secur-a-br'oad patents. second,

the inventor may be motivated to .mtr-oduce-new-t.echno Iogy t,oo.early or too

late for society to get the maximum benefits from it. This may happen as

an attempt to aSSUre receipt of patent protection and associated private

·30 benefits. The privately and socially optimal time to introduce an

innovation depend on how the profits and other benefits of an innovation

are expected to flow over time and. on other factors. 28
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information make innovation relatively unattractive and dissemination of

new technological information risky. However, observed levels of

investment in innovation may be less than potential levels because of

practical problems which limit private gains from innovation, including

5 imperfections. in the legal protection of rights in ideas (through patents

and other means) and the slowing of technological diffusion due to

evaluation and validation activities. The time lag between the

introduction ofa new technology and the occurrence of significant changes

in prices and production activities maybe too long to make profit-by-

10 speculation a meaningful incentive. Hirschleif~r was unable to conclude,

however, that pecuniary gains from speculation would be sufficient to

obviate the need for patent monopoly rewards, especiallY for relatively

expensive and fundamental innovations.

The notion that the body .of" undiscovered technologicaL ideas is a

common-property resource is. another product of informationtheory which

also supports the conclusion tha't,there may be too much investment in

innovation. This notion impliesthat,withoutrestrlctionson the "types of

research prlvateparties undertake, private 'parties' maYi"fish" the same'

"pondS"ofnew. technology and individually<catch too. many new. ideas too

20' soonTr-om-socdetyt s perspective; With overfishing,each private party

catches some new ideas that would have been caught by other. parties anyway,

so that the total pool of new ideas is really smaller than the sum of ideas

caught by each party. From this perspective, note that patents identify

(and provide a means for counting) successful new ideas but they do not

25 provide information in time to prevent potentially large numbers, of people

from exploiting the same ideas The remedy for "overfishing" would be some

form of limiting the "right to fish"orallocatinil specific "ponds" to

specific researchers or inventors. However, because it may be impossible

to define the nature of new technologies prior to their development, it may

30 be extremely difficult to allocate specific research rights.30 Although a

common-property resource analysis suggests that there may be too much

investment in innovation, there are other forces which, restrict actual

investment, most notably risk aversion, limitations on the ability of
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technologies and such practices as patent proliferation and other

activities that may extend effective monopoly control, possible waste of

resources in inventing around or between existing technologies, costs

incurred by unsuccessful or slower inventors who fail to get patents, and

5 the legal and administrative costs of acquiring and enforcing patent

protection. Finally, because the patent system is a legal system, it may

put small businesses and individual inventors at a disadvantage because

preparing a good patent application and engaging in patent litigation is

expensive.

10 The social costs of the patent system may be moderated by a variety of

factors, including cost savings. from. achievement of scale economies

associated with monopolization. or possible· increases in. production

efficiency enabled by concentrated control overproduction processes.

furthermore, the relative social costs of patents vary among innovations.'

15 accor-d.ingvt o the. benefits they generate.. Thus,

may>overreward some>innovators andunderrewardothers. The practical

effects of(the patent monopoly willvary.withconcHtions in. individual

markets, .however·,.regard>less .• of the patent term,':

Many economists point outthatpatents are relevant to only some types

20 of innovation because. only certain. types of inventions can be patented and

because much innovationdoesn 't. depend on patents •.. Patents.do not seem

relevant to major scientific discoveries;. which oftenaren'.t patentable,

and to fundamental or spectacular· inventions, which are extremely expensive

and time consuming to develop and perfect. 31 However-, these activities are

25 often undertaken by universities and/or with government financing,both of

which conditions separate them from the free market environment to which

patents. are oriented: Even where inventions are undertaken. by.. privately

financed entrepreneurs , patents. may not be important because of conditions

in partiCUlar markets. As Scherer and others maintaill, patents are

30 important in cases where rapid imitation of new technologies is possible,

industry leadership is competitively advantageous, and expected profits

from innovating are low. Given the total spectrum of inventive activity,
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capitalistic.

deviation from

Therefore, alternative

a pure free-enterprise

arrangements entail some form of

system.

One alternative to the patent system is a system of subsidies for

innovation. Subsidies would be more economically efficient than patents

5 because. they don't entail the costs of monopolistic distdbution of new

technology. However, subsidies do not reduce uncertainty about the

appropriability and licellsability of new technological information, which

may remain of concern to potential innovators. Subsidies may also be less

of a standardizing influence across different sets .of market conditions

10 than patents.

Another alternative would be for government and/or other non-profit

organizations to assume the primary responsibility for invention. This

approach would eliminate any possible bias. in innovation toward patentable

technologies, but it would raise practical problems of how to determine how

15 much to invest in different type of research and how to encourage efficient

use·of innovative resources. 35
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The Supreme Court has frequenlycommented on the ConstitutionaLpowers

25 provided by Article I, Section 8, Clause 8. In 1966, for example, the

Court said:

In the 17th century, the English concept of patents was implanted in

10 the Americas. A number of colonies adopted forms of patents and these

colonial patent systems continued after the American Revolution. In the

early years of the Republic, the patent system was viewed as a mechanism

for improving the tenuous economic condition of the states. Laws differed

greatly among the states; some. were effective and others relatively

15 ineffective.

National efforts to encourage technology. were specifically.considered

by the Constitutional Convention of 1787. James Madison of Virginia

Clffereda·proposal to enable Congress "to encourage by premiums and

pr'ov.tsd.onsithe-advancement of useful knowledge and. discoveries." This

20 directrel-lard proposal was not adopted. Instead, the Convention appr.oved

unanimously and without recorded debate the present patent clause which

provided exclusive rights. to inventors asa means to promote .the.progress

of science and useful arts.

32

" . . The Congress in the exercise of the patent

power may not overreach the restraints imposed by

the stated constitutional purpose. Nor may it

enlarge the patent monopoly without regard to the

DRAFT

of new manufacture." The grantee did not. need to be the first and true

inventor; he needed only to bring the working or making of the new product

to England. Thus, jobs were created and finished goods were manufactured

domestically. and exported, rather than imported. Because of the emphasis

5 on innovation, the importation of technology to England from abroad,

including by industrial. espionage, was strongly encouraged. Patents were

more a tool for economic stimulation than a recognition of an inherent

property right in an invention.

30



From the start, the U.S. patent examination process has been ~.Darte,

that is, the only parties involved are the patent applicant and the patent

examiner. Initially by custom, and later by law, examinations were

conducted in secrecy. In 1836, communications in the United States were so

5 primitive that effective inter partes participation (by outside parties)

was virtually impossible. There was no adequate way to notify all

interested parties about the details of patent applications. Further,

since the patent system implies a bargain - the disclosure of an invention

in return for a grant .of a limited monopoly - it was considered unfair to

10 require disclosure without any guarantee that a patent would be granted.

Conducting patent examinations in confidence and in an ex~ fashion was

also regarded as most expedient from the standpoint of time and expense.

However,thesecret, ·~.~examinationofpatents has been criticized

for denying the publ Le an opportunity to be involved ina process in which

15 there is a broad, publrc interest. (FN - . the information in this section

is drawn from extensive studies of the history of patents by P.J.Federico,

F·. Machlup,and H.r. Forman).

Since ratification of the Constitution and the SUbsequent adoption of

the Patent Acts of 1836 and 1870, many changes have.occurredin soc:iety and

20 technology, yet the patent ., system has .remained relatively unchanged, The

United States has .been transformed from an agrarian society .to a world

leader in technology. Corporate research efforts, rather than individual

inventors,. account for the preponderance of patent applications.

Technologies, such as computers, nuclear energy and genetic engineering,

25 have arisen that were beyond comprehension when the patent laws were first

enacted.

Some concern exists as to whether the prevailing patent statutes have

become outdated and no longer provide the intended incentives to

technological advances and innovation. (See, for instance, S. Melman, The

30 Impact of the Patent System on Research, Senate Subcommittee on. Patents,

Trademarks and Copyrights, Study 11, 1958, and the Report of the

President's Commission on the Patent System, 1966). Fortunately, there is
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law of nature,which cannot be patented. The Court, however. has held that

the use of an algorithm in connection with a process for producing a

physical product is patentable. (Diamond v Diehr, 100 SC, 1981) The

policy issue remains unsettled; how to resolve the conflict between the

5 need for incentives for innovation in the field of computer programing and

the need to maintain discoveries of pure' science and mathematics in the

public domain. (FN - For more, in-depth review of computers and patent law

see OTAF,Technology Assessment &Forecast, Tenth Report, NoYember, 1981,

p, 49-59 and 126-156).

10 The examples of genetic'engineering and computer programing indicate

the manner in which the patent system,throughstatute, and administrative

and judicial review,addresses issues presented by radically new

technology. The patent system effectively raised. the issues and prQmpted

public discussion prior to the issuance of a patent. The Congressional

15 po1icy-making role was preservedand,in the time required to obtain a

final judicial disposition of the issue, each of these new technologies

progressed rapidly, . providing an opportunity to assess the potential impact

of the technology and the effect of patent pr-otect ron on its development.

This.. process,of course,. can entailsocial costs in that the uncertainty

20 regarding patentability can retard technological development and someone

must be willing to undertake the expense of processing the issue through

the Patent and Trademark Office and the judicial system.

Utility

In order toaccomplishthe'goal of promoting the progress of useful

25 arts,a patentable invention must be useful. The pa.tent law state.:

"Whoever invents or discovers any •• usefulprocess,.. machine,

manufacture, or composition of matter, or any useful improvement thereof,

may obtain a patent." <35 USC Sec. 101) Inventions which are immoral,

frivolous, or mischievous may be denied a patent based on the lack of

30 uti1ity.
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exhibit an activity in treating a disease but also produce an unacceptable

risk of death or injury, The judicial standard which has developed with

respect to pharmaceuticals is that there must be evidence of situations in

which benefits could outweigh the risks for utility to be proved. (In re

5 Anthony, 44 F2d 1385, Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, 1969) The

chemical, however, need not meet governmental regulatory requirements for

use, nor must there be any reasonable likelihood that the chemical will

even be considered for developing the use. (For further discussion, see M.

Schiffmiller, Human Pharmaceuticals, Patents and the FDA, Food, Drug and

10 Cosmetic Law Journal, vo l . 35, Feb. 1980, p, 83-97,. and MPEP, Sect.

608.01(p).)

There are arguments on both sides of the utility standard. On one

hand,' requiring extensive proofs of utility may result in significant

delays in filing patent applications and inhibit the patenting of certain

15 chemical inventions. On the other hand, chemical patents on inventions of

impractical utility may discourage research by others to evaluate the

claimed chemicals .fbr practical utilities.. since the patent could prevent

them from making , using or. selling the chemicaL

Nbvelty

20 An invention must also be novel in order to be patentable. Congr.ess

has established a statutory definition for determining novelty and this

definition has remained virtually unchanged since the 19th century. There

are t.1O basic principals: first, the invention must. not be known or used

by others prior to the date of the invention; and second,. there is a limit

25 to the time that may elapse between the· first date that information about

the. invention becomes <available to the pUblic, .and the date of filing the

patent application. (35 USC Sect. 102(a) and (b) .)

This approach toward defining novelty is SUbstantially different than

the approach followed in all other major industralized countries with the

. 30 exception of Canada. These other countries reqUire that the invention must
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The U.S. patent statute also differs markedly from the patent laws of

most foreign countries with respect to the effect of unpublished knowledge

(intangible forms of information) on the patentability of an invention.

Since 1870 the U.S. placed a,territorial restriction on the intangible form

5 of information which can be used to deny novelty. Knowledge, use or sale

of an invention can only defeat a patent if it occurs in the United States,

its territories or possessions. (35 USC, Sec. 102(a).) While this

restriction was probably justified a century ago because of the

difficul ties of international travel and communication, these circumstances

10 no longer apply to the same extent. World-wide communication systems

provide virtually instantaneous transfer of information.

Domestic U.S. companies now compete in the world market, and foreign

based companies compete in the United States. Furthermore, the United

States is now'amajorproducer and buyer of technology. In view of these

15 factors, a statute which may have favored U.S. business in the past may now

have the opposite effect. Forexil.mple,aforeign firm can develop and put

t6ipl'actical application an inventionini ts home country more than one

year-before filing a patent. applicati.on in the United States without stich

actions being a barto obtaining a U.S. patent. Such a possibility does

20 not"exist for a domestic firm or individual inventor. (See K. Jorda, Those

Discriminating Patent Laws)

There have been other changes, even since the recodification of the

U.S. patent laws in 1952, which pose new policy issues. The U.S. statute

presently requires that in order for a publication to be prior art that can

25 be considered in determing novelty it must be "printed.. " (35 USC ,Sec.

102(a) and (b).) While intended to insure that any publication used to

deny patentability would be one that was reasonably accessible to the

pUblic, the language may be inadquate in today's world where information is

readily available and is transmitted throughout the world in the form of

30 film, magnetic tape and electronic signals.
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invention was not created by statute, but rather it was a judicially

established doctrine founded in the Consitution. The judically-established

doctrine establishing a standard of invention was exclusive until the

Patent Act of 1952 adopted a "non-obviousness" criterion for patentability:

5 "A patent may. not be obtained though the' invention is

not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between

the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior

art are such that the subject matter as a whole would

10 have been obvious at the time the invention was made to

a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said

subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be

negatived by the manner . in which the invention was

made;"(35 usc Sec; 103)

15 Why after nearly 160 years of a patent system did Congress adopt a

statutory standard of patentability? The "reviser's note" to this section

of the U.S. Code states that the secion was added with the view that "an

explicit statement in the statute may have some stabilizing effect, and

13.150 to serve as a basis for the addition at a later time of some criteria

20 which may be worked out, for refusing patents or holding patents invalid on

the gr-ound of lack of invention." The note also states that the second

sentence of the section makes it immaterial in determining patentability

whether the invention resulted from long toil and experimentation or from a

flash of genius.

25 The reaonsforthis attt,emptto create> a standard of patentability

appears to reside in the congressional concern that the standard of

patentability being applied by the courts was too strict and subject to too

much variation. In a dissenting opinion in 1949, Mr. Justice Jackson

commented
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Justice Douglas then lists a number of patented inventions which he

considered to be gadgets on which the Supreme Court ruled and held invalid.

Some had hoped that the 1952 Act would result in the demise of the

"flash of genius" and the "synergism" tests for patentablility with a

5 standard of obviousness at the time of the invention being exclusively

employed. The transition has not been completed. Pre-1952 Supreme Court

cases are still commonly givenprecedential value in determining

patentability. Some commentators argue that the synergism test is still

used by many courts and its application is on the rise. (_.--' --'~

10 There are two factors to be considered when looking at the reaction of

the courts in implementing the statutory "non-obvious" standard. First,

the judically-perceived standard of invention has been merged into the

statutory standard. This merger is not unexpected in view of the history

of the 1952 Act which was represented at that· time to codify the present

15 patent laws and the reviser's note that the secion was "stabilizing". (35

USCA Sec. 103) In fact, many court decisions when the Act first came into

effect stated that the Act did not alter the previous law. Thus, the

Congr-ess IonaI activity was not viewed as a clear indication of a new policy

being es tab lished.

20 The second factor relates to the legaL adage that hard cases make bad

law. The determination of invention or· obviousness is complex. It

requires a melding of legal principles and science. An individual making a

determination regarding obviousness under the. Present statute must discern

the·state~Of-the-art·atthe time of the inventionandthenimust determine

25 what would be obvious to a mythical person of ordinary skill in the art and

knowledge of the state-of-the~art. Clearly,such determinations are highly

subjective. Moreover, to express the rationale of the oecision is even

more difficult. The courts, particularly the Surpeme Court, are looked to

for general gUidance, that is, to provide the ~. decisis that enables

30 the common law system to develop. When the court is faced with an
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Should Congress, assuming that it is possible, establish policy on

implementing the standard of patentability? A more uniformly applied

standard could reduce the uncertainty of patent validity and thereby have

some enhancing effect on the value of a patent as an incentive for

5 innovation. The practicality of establishing the policy must, however, be

considered. Moreover,.a judgment needs to be rendered on whether the

present standard and lack of uniformity in implementation warrant

Congressional consideration from a policy standpoint. With the creation of

a Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit which will have exclusive

10 appellate jurisdiction over patent suits, many observers are predicting an

increase in uniformity. (See House Report 97-312)

One of the appproaches available to Congress is to provide more

objective bases for the determination of patentability. For example,

Congress could specify that, an invention should fill a.Tong-f'e l t need, or

15 have some prospect of commercial success. Congress might also narrow the

scope of •prior art to be consideredineva.luatingan.invention from the

s tandpo'Int. of'.'obvrousness,: Thepr'iorart could be limited by age or by

remoteness from the field of technology ill which the; invention resides. A

fundamental concern is whether such objedivestandards would falFbeiow

20 the Constitutional standard for invention which has developed. for nearly

two centuries. A second concern is whether the objective standards would

be ihthepublic interest. Would the innovation that might be stimulated

by the standards off-set the costs to the public? A third concern is

whether sufficient· flexibility might still exist within the objective

25 standards so that the sought uniformity is not achieved.

Some of these objee t Iva-e.tandards are now b.eingapplied in determining

non-obviousness and it has been pointed out that the present statute is

unclear as to the weight to be given to these secondary indicators of

patentability. Some courts have held that these secondary indicators are

30 to be given weight in all instances where obviousness of an invention is at

issue. Other courts have held that if an invention is obvious, the

secondary indicators are immaterial, and only when a close question of
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The judging of the· adequacy involves the use of a reference to "any

person skilled in the art". This standard has been interpreted by the

courts to be directed to an ordinary person. The fact that the description

was adequate for a person to make and use the inven~ion is frequently not

5 persuasive evidence. The test which is often applied is whether undue

experimentation is required to make and use the invention. A clear

distinction appears to be drawn between the "person having ordinary skill

in the art" who sets the standard fo obviousness and the "any person·

skilled in the art" standard for determining adequacy of disclosure.

10 The standard for the description of the invention in the U.S. is more

rigorous than the standard established in many foreign countries. In

countries such as West·Germany,: the description need only enable one

skilled in the art to understand the invention.

The best mode requirement achieved its present form with the 1952

15 •patent act. Prior to that time the statue required that

" in the case of a. machine,<heshall explain the

principlethereof,and the best mode in whiCh he has

contemplated applying that principle, so as to

distinguish it from other inventions"

20 and that in an infringement action, a defense is that

25

" for the purpose of deceiving the publie the

descr-IptLon and specification filed by the patentee in

the Patent Office was madetoicontain less than the

whole truth relative to his invention or discovery, or

more than is necessary to produce the desired effect."

The explicit purpose of the best mode disclosure was thus to aid in an

understanding of a mechanical invention,and only if information were

purposefully withheld could a patent be found uneforceable. Now, the
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The Claims

The patent statute states ,that the specification shall

20 " conclude with one or more claims partiCUlarly

pointing out and distinctly claiming the subject matter

which the applicant regards as his invention." (35 USC,

Sec 112)

50DRAFT

The extent of disclosure of the best mode is subjective and there are

no statutory guidelines for determing adequacy. If the invention relates

to a process for spray coating an object, do the details of the spray

10 nozzle 'which appears to provide the best results need to be disclosed.

Even if the invention relates, t.o a method for positioningthe object to be

sprayed? The uncertainites involved and the implication that a failure to

disclose is deceitful on the Part of the patent applicant make the best

mode issue an important issue, in the litigation of patents. Although

15 relatively ,few patents, are invalidated for failure to disclose the best

mode ,the bast, mode defense opens up avenuesfor discovery and for

, equitable considerations in resolvingthecase.

the inventor's employer and ,assignee of the invention cannot be hidden from

the public by hiding it from the inventor. While this policy increases the

obligations of the inventor in preparing a patent application, it does

assure the public of receiving a fair disclosure of the invention and it

5 also prevents a barrier being constructed between the inventor and the

development of his invention.

From the standpoint of patent reliability, the mostimportanLaspect

25 of the patent application is the claims . The claims must cover suf'f'Le Lent

subject matter that the essence of the invention cannot be used without the

use falling within the language of the claims, but the claims cannot be so

broad as to include the prior art or to be obvious in view of the prior

art. The manner in which claims are viewed, in the U. S. is different than



The analysis of the invention by the inventor and others such as his

patent attorney may be a significant factor in obtaining a reilable patent.

Knowledge of the prior art can come from several sources such as

familiarity with the state~of~the~art by the inventor, his attorney, or

5 other individuals associated with the invention. Prior art searches can

also be conducted. The consideration of the prior art should also involve

a consideration of the activities of the inventor which could prejudice the

right of the inventor to a patent. The primary areas of exploration are

whether the inventor disclosed the invention to the publ i e in a printed

10 pUblication, offered it for sale, or put it in public use more than one

year prior to the date of filing the patent application. It is axiomatic

that the better understanding of the invention and" the prior art, the

better the patent which will be obtained.

The True Inventor -

15 "Although the claims and description. of •the invention are ..viewed as

providing. the substance tothepatentapplicationfrom.the legal and

techtiical standpoints, there are other legaL aspects to-paten.tapplications

which can make the difference between an enforceable patent and an invalid

Upatetit .. The designation of the inventor in theoath.which must accompany

20 the patent application hasbeeen one of the legal considerations used to

inva lidate patents.

The Constitution seemingly prOVides that only inventors can be granted

exclusive rights to their inventions. The patent statute provides that the

patent application must be filed by the inventor except if the inventor is

25 dead, incapacitated, cannot be located, or refused to execute the patent

application. If the designation is incorrect, the patent can be

invalidated because the inventor did not himself invent the subject matter

sought to be patented. The statute does prOVide that the designation of

inventorship can be corrected if the improper designation of an individual

30 as an inventor was by error and without deceptive intent. The statute

provides that such incorrect designation will not be grounds for
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separately,perhapsat different times and in. different sections of an

organization. The availability of patent protection may be denied since

there was not a single, joint invention but rather a series of independent

inventions. The policy adopted by the courts and by the Patent and

5 Trademark Office is that the prior inventions in the series of inventions

is prior art to the la~er inventions unless the prior inventions were made

by the same individual or group of individuals. For example, one inventor

makes an improvement in a machine and then, with the input of coworkers,

that machine is further improved. The courts have held that the first

10 invention can be prior art under the patent statute. which states:

" •.. before the applicant's. invention thereof the

invention was made by another who· had not abandoned,

suppressed, or concealed it." (35 USC, Secl02(g)) .: (In

re of Bass, 474 F.2d 1276 (CCPA), In reClemens, 672

15 F2d.1 029 (CCPA":1980)

This policy is disci'iminatoryagainst U.• S;. r-esear-ch sinc.e the invention by

coworker ina foreign country is statutorily excluded from being prior

art.

No longer is the inventor the sole individual who has obligations with

20 respect to the patent application. The courts and the Patent and Trademark

Office have established the policy that individuals substantively involved

with the invention have a responsibility to disclose information which is

material to the examination of the patent application to the Patent and

Trademark Office. (37 cFR Sect .1.56)

25 With team research, the determination of who is and who is not an

inventor is difficult and SUbjective. A contributor may not ·be an inventor

even though he did all the work. In a research team environment, the

decision that certain members of the team are inventors and that other

members are not, regardless of efforts expended, can be disruptive to the

30 effectiveness of the team, particularly if rewards exist exclusively for
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manufacturing process invention, the applicant must file another patent

application. This application is termed a "divisional" application and

receives the benefit of the filing date of the initial application. The

divisional application is not required by statute to be filed before the

5 initial application is patented or is abandoned, and then the application

undergoes the full pro~essing route in the Patent and Trademark Office.

The result is that separate patents on related inventions can be granted at

different times, each haVing a 17-year term, and the total period of

effective protection can continue until the expiration of the latter

10 patent.

Some have proposed that the term of the divisional patent expire at

the expiration date of the first patent. There is a potential here for

some ineqUity to the patent applicant since the divisional patent

application must be processed through the Patent and Trademark Office. If

15 the divisional patent is not obtained at the same time as the first patent,

the patent owner will not receive a full 17 years of patent protection.

The present policy of the Patent and Trademark Office is to try and

examine closely related inventions in the same patent application.

However, some limit must be placed on examining more than one invention in

20 a patent application to facilitate the retrieval of information .rr-om

patents and to avoid an undue burden on the examiner and the Patent and

Trademark Office.

In order to expedite the prosecution of the patent application in the

event that the examiner believes that more than one invention is claimed

25 the common practice of the Patent and Trademark Office is to request the

applicant by telephone to provisionally el.ectone of the inventions for the

purpose of examination. If the applicant complies, the examination of the

application can continue without interruption. The efficiency of the

examiner is enhanced when the examination can proceed with the first

30 review of the application. If delays ensure, the examiner must spend time

to refamiliarize himself with the subject matter of the application.
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action against the patent owner to have the patent declared not infringed

or invalid. If a wholesaler or retailer receives a threat of infringement,

the manufacturer of the allegedly infringing goods can clear the air by

seeking a declaratory judgement from the courts. Because the party filing

5 the declaratory judgement action has the choice of jurisdiction, the

perception that some cQurts are less favorable toward patents than others

has also discouraged patent owners from threatening suit. The existence of

the Declaratory Judgment Act, while muting the problem, has not wholly

removed the potential of infringement suit threats against wholesalers and

10 retailers for solely anticompetitive reasons (David. 1. Ladd, BusinesS

Aggressive under the Patent System, University of Chicago Law Review, vol.

26, No.3 (Spring 1959)p. 353-375, 364 and 365)

Process patents (Le., a view method for making a productland method

for use patents (i.e., a new use .for. a pr-oduct} provide somewhatdtffer.ent

15 consideratioristhando patents<onmachines., .. compositions6fmatter and

.rilanufactUred articles. Forprocess·and·methodfor use patents, the only

direct infringer is the person using the pat.ented .invention •
.

For instance if the patentclaimsa· method for using aspirin f'on .

: treating high blood pressure;.theonly directinfringer.is the patent who

20 uses aspirin for that purpose.·Froma practical standpoint, the patent

rights would. be unenforceable if the patent owner could only enforce his

patent against the direct infringer. The patent statute, however, provides

that whoever actively induces infringement of a patent shalLbe.liable as

an infringer. (35 USC Sec 271 (bl) Consequently, an aspirin. manufacturer

25 who advertised and dispensed its product for treating high blood pressure

could be sued by the patent owner for infringement.

Process patents can provide the same type of problem to·the patent

owner. For example, a patent claims a process for making a chemical with a

certain catalyst. A catalyst manufacturer could induce infringement of the

30 patent through the selling of that catalyst.
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right of individuals to make, selland use unpatented items and the

enjoyment of patent rights by patent owners. This balance was involved in

a recent decision by the Supreme Court in Rohm &Haas case, the patent

related to a method for using propanil, a chemical, as a herbicide.

5 Propanil, itself, was unpatented. Dawson Chemical Company manufactured and

sold propanil to farme~s. Rohm &Haas could not practically enforce its

patent rights against the users of propaniland therefore sued Dawson

Chemical Company for patent infringement hoping to stop the infringement by

stopping the source of thepropanil. The Supreme Court found that. even

10 though Dawson directly violated no patent rights, propanil had no

substaritial use other than as an herbicide and its sale by Dawson

constituted an infringement of the patent.

Another case. exemplifying the. balance is Deep .South v •..Laithram

decided by the Supreme Court in 1972.. (406 U.S. 5.18 ) In Deep. Sou t h, the

various partsofashrimp..deveinerwere.manufactured inthe.United· States.

The parts were then exported where they were assembled. Had. t.he parts b.een

assembled in the United States ,Laitram Corporation's. patent. would have

been infringed. The Supreme Court held that despite the cleariintentthat

:the parts vler-e to be assembled, ther.e was no contributing infringement

20 -since vthe assembling occurred outside the United States. From the

standpoint of thepatenLowner,. a sense of inequity eXists,but on the

other hand, the balance struck may prove beneficial to·theeconomy since

domestic companies are more able to compete in foreign markets where i. the

product enjoys no patent protection.

25 A balance is also sought in determining whether a repair to a patented

apparatus constitutes infringement of ithepatent.. In general, if the

repair is to preserve fitness for use affected by wearorbreakage,it does

not constitute an infringement, but a reconstruction would. Where the line

between a permissible repair and a reconstruction is drawn is important.

30 The replacement of the fabric on a patented convertible top, even though

the fabric was a key element of the invention, was .f'ound to be a

permissible repair. (Aro Manufacturing Co. v. Convertible Top Replacement
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technology himself has r-eceived some cr-Lt i c i.sm, (Floyd L. Vaughan, The

United States Patent System, Univer-sity of Oklahoma Pr-ess (Nor-man, Okla.)

1956, p.254-6)

Typically the patent laws infor-eign countr-ies (including in almost

5 all industr-ialized countr-ies) r-equir-e a "wor-king" of the invention by the

patent owner-. The definition of working differ-s depending on the countr-y;

in some, the wor-king can be nominal such as an offedngof a license, and

in other-s, wor-king r-equir-es the manufactur-ing of the invention in the

countr-y. The consequences of not working also differ-so In a few

10 countr-les, the patent lapses if the invention is not wor-ked, but for- most,

an individual Wishing to use the patented t.ehcno l ogy can compel a license

to be gr-anted at a r-easonabler-oyalty.

There is gener-allyastr-ongsentiment held by pa,tent.attomeysand

patentowner-s againstadoptingworking.requir-ementsin the United States on

15 the ground that it unfair-ly..penalizesthe patent owner- ther-eby r-educ mg the

value of patents. Itisalso>ar-gued. that they areunneeded-s mce.. the.

Feder-algover-nment hastheright.to useor-manuracture a patented il}vention

with the patent owner- "s r-emedy being "r-easonable and entir-e, compensation"

f1or- such, use endmanurac tur-e , (28 USC Sac 1498) Thus, if the non-uss.or

20 an invention was r esul ting in ham to national secur-ity or- public health or

welfare, .amethodcalr-eadyexists to pr-otect the public inter-est .

The patent owner- may also obtain damages to .compensate f10r the

infr-ingement. The statute states that the damages ar-e to be no less than a

r easonab Ie-r-oyal.ty and cenbafncr-eesedup tothr-ee times the . amount of

25 damages found. <35 USC SM 284) The calculation of-damages has typically

been difficult. Pr i or- to 1946 the patent statute allowed the recover-y of

both the patent owner t s dSlllagesand the infr-inger-'s pr-or i ts ,. In 1946 the

statute was amended for- the explicit pur-pose of eliminating pr-ofits as a

means of r-ecover-y because of the complexity and expense involved in

30 deter-mining pr-ofits. (Senate Report No. 1503, 79th Congo 2d Session, p. 2,

1946) As an example of the complexity in deter-mining the infr-inger-'s
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and may be enforced by lawsuit, if infringed. The legal title toa patent

initially vests .Lri the inventor, unless a contractual relationship, such as

an employer-employee relationship, expressed Or implied, between the

inventor and a third party otherwise provides. In such cases equitable (as

5 opposed to legal) title is in the third party until an assignment (transfer

.of legal title) is made pursuant to the terms of the contractual

relationship.

Traditionally, the rights of the employee and employer are governed by

the employment contract. 2 In the absence of an employment contract

10 specifically treating the rights to inventions made in the course of the

employment, a judicallycfashioned policy exists. 3 'According to this

policy, when an individual is hired by an employer to invent, the invention

medeby the employee during hiS employment is equitably owned by his

employer. However, if theemploymentisgener.al and the individual is not

15 specifically hired to invent the legal and equitable title to the invention

vest in. the inventor. In thatcase,cthe emp l oyer- receives a "shop right"

which means that. the employer can use the invention without> paying a

royalty but has no patent rights.

The existing U.S. policy has been questioned with respect to whether

20 the patent system provides sufficient incentives to inventors to invent and

to promote their inventions. Concerns existed that inventive individuals

were losing the tncant.tvaEo invent, -mpar-t due to a dissatisfaction with

the way they had been treated by employers, and that in the race to

maintain technological superiority the United States wasTos ing out to

25 foreign countries, most of which provi.ded special legal protection for the

rights of inventors in their inventions and compensat Lon to the inventors

for their inventions. 4 By providing inventors rights in their inventions ,

it was thought that incentives to inventors to invent would be increased.

However, there is concern over the consequences of government intervention

30 that can affect the bargaining positions of the employer and employee.
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return. Another reason is to avoid or settle patent litigation. The

primary reasons. for the patent owner not licensing or assigning patents are

to maximize profits by direct manufacture and to avoid the burden of

adopting a licensing program and administering license agreements.

5 From the standpoin.t of the patent purchaser or licensee,the primary

reasons for buying or licensing a patent are to allow operations which

would otherwise be blocked by the patent, to acquire a needed technology

and thus supplement or minimize research and development efforts, and to

avoid or settle patent disputes.

10 The transfer of technology through assigning or licensing a patent

evolves frpm a business relationship. The agreement between the parties

must make economic sense to each. In the final analysis, . the arrangement

is no better than the good faith intentions of. theparUes, and credibility

and equity .ar-e essential on both sides to provide a.sustaining

15 relationship. Flexibility is also aprereqllisite since the conditions

surrounding the agreement, such as the state of the. technology, competitive

.pressures, and market demand,are likely to> change; with time.

Negotiations for the transfer of patent rightsusual1y involves

consideration of the degree of exclusivity to be provided,the rights

20 conveyed, which party has the ability to enforce the patent, the

remuneration, and the duration of the agreement.

Degree of Exclusivity

The primary types of licenses are an exclusive license,inwhich the

licensee has the exclusive right under the .. patenLforatleast apart of

25 the patent term, and a non~exclusive license, which is simply a promise by

the licensor that he will not sue the licensee for patent infringement.

The non-exclusive licensee does not have the right to sue in his own name

for infringement of the patent. This limitation exists primarily because

the non-exclusive licensee's interest is likely adverse to the patent owner
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The Remuneration

In most licensing agreements, the remuneration is at least in part by

royalties, that is, a charge assessed per unit of production. For example,

if the subject matter of the license is a method for determining the levels

5 of cholesterol in blood and a kit for performing the method, the base could

be the kit and the rate would preferably be a percentage of net sales of

the kit. The amount of remuneration is a matter of negotiation with most

of the bargaining chips usually residing with the prospective. licensee,

particularly when the invention is relatively undeveloped. This is not

10 unfair since the ract that the licensee must take all the risks is taken

into account. When a patent covers a. product that has already been

developed,the patent owner is in a better bargaining position.

In the case of the inventor in a university or non-profit institution,

the policy of theinstij;utions in virtually all cases provides that the

15 inventor will share in the royalties r-ecei.ved by the institutioll· (often

abQutil/3l as part.rof .the llJ.illi•. JEQll1lQ f'orv.t.he assignment .or. patent rights

to the institution. Often the Invent ions•.are relatively undeveloped and

the inventor's contribution to the technology is relatively significant.

The trend has been towards granting the inventor an Incr-eased share of

20 royalties which recognizes the importance ot the inventor in the licensing

process.

The corporate inventor usually does not receive a share of any

licensing income. He may be awarded nominal amounts at the time of filing

and at patent issuance, Some companies grant. special bonuses to reward the

25 inventor if the Invent ron is. trulysignifica.nt. At. first glance,. it

appears that the corporate inventor is being unfairly treated, HoweVer,

the innovation process within the. company requires the services of many

other individuals and departments, such as development and marketing, to

create a successful product. Hence, the inventor is but one of many key

30 components in the development of a new product and should nQt be singled

out for special financial rewards. Other factQrs such as stockhQlder
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services. In establishing the balance, the courts have fashioned. a policy

with respect to certain activities which are deemed to be .Q.el: lie. antitrust

violations. Regardless of the competitive effect, these violations are

illegal. The courts have also established a "rule of reason" with. respect

5 to other activities wherein the underlying effect of the activity on

competition is evaluaterl in determining whether an illegal activity has

occurred.

The rule of reason includes three important tests. First, the

restriction or limitation must be ancillary to the.lawful main purpose of a

10 contract, such as a patent or know-how license. Second, the scope of the

limitation must not be sUbstantially greater than necessary to achieve the

lawful main purpose. Third, the. duration of the restraint must be

reasonable. 9

'Time Limitations

15 A Hmitati.on ihtimecan. serveseveralpurposes and is> mostzneaningful

in connection with an exclusive license.. For example, the timEllimi~ation

may be used in a public policy manner so that exclusiVity occurs only for

.tns period necessary to provide the incentives for commercialization. At

the end of the exclusiyeperiod, the license can convert to ,a non-exclusive

20 license. Also, the patent owner who does not have the capital or the

manufacturing or market structure to commercialize an invention may enter

into a time limited exclusive license, so that he may enter the market at

some future time. During the period of exclusivity, the patent owner

obtains royalties, whichcan.be.used tocdevelop.thenecessaryresources for

25 commercialization, and then enter the market upon expiration of the. period

of exclusivity.

Geographic Area Limitations

Geographic area limitations can be particularly benef'Lo ia l to the

pat.entvosning rbusmesa which cannot exploit an invention widely. The
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sale in the U.S. would be prohibited. These interna~ional agreements with

territorial restrictions are viewed by the courts under the rule of reason.

The factors considered include whether the intent was a bold division of

world markets, whether the restriction is appropriate for the technology,

5 and whether the division is for a reasonable length of time.

Making. Using or Selling Limitations

The patent owner may grant a license to make a product in the U.S.

under his patent but not to sell the product; the product to be either used

by the licensee or exported for sale. An important judicially-created

10 doctrine (the doctrine of exhaustion) is that once the product is sold, the

patent owner can no longer. control its further useor.sale. Thus, the

product once sold,can be used or sold without restriction by the patent

holder. 10 To place limitations on the purchaser appears to be a llil.!:~

violation of the antitrust laws. The rationale for> such a Principle

15appears.to be a balance of the. exclusive patent right granted to the

<inventor as a reward to stimulate.innovation.andthe termination .of.that

right after a first sale or the patented goods which provides to the

inventor sufficient financial reward. However, the po l Lcy is not clear.

The use restriction ona purchaser of goods that>hadnotice of the

20 . restriction has been upheld ..11

Limitations to Particular Uses

The patent owner may license a patent for a particular use. This type

of license is referred to as.afield of use license. FOrexample,an

invention may have.several.uses: an invented chemical maybe an additive

25 for an oral hygiene product and it may be an additivefor.a breakfast

cereal. The patent owner may be a breakfast cereal manufacturer and not

intend to develop and market the chemical for the oral hygiene product. By

licensing the patent only for oral hygiene products, the pUblic is prOVided

with an innovation, the patent owner receives a royalty, and he has no

30 competition on the product he manUfactures.
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SUblicensing Limitations

Tying Limitations

Tie-out restrictions in which the licensee is restricted in dealing

with the products of a competitor to the patent owner are similarly ~ ~

30 illegal.

74DRAFT

Providing the right to a licensee to sublicense a patent can diminish

control of the use of the invention by the patent owner and can increase

the administrative burden to the patent owner. The reasons for a licensee

5 wishing the right to sublicense may be similar to those of a patent owner.

For example, a sublicense can provide income. The licensee may wish to

have the right to sublicense to avoid antitrust problems. The right to

SUblicense is desirable to avoid or settle patent disputes if the licensee

has the right to enforce the patent. An infringer may negotiate a license

10 with tlie licensee and in return not file or terminate a law suit.

There are antitrust limitations on -the considerations which can be

demanded through a license agreement. A "tie-in" arrangement in which a

licensee is required to purchase or' lease non-patented, goods or services is

~ ~ illegal. The rationale is that tie-ins provide a means .to leverage a

legal patent monopoly into a monopoly: of something which is not patented.

However, it has been argued that tie-ins can be pro-competitive,

par-ticularly for a small business for which assured sales of the non

patented, tied product may assure the viability of production facilities

20 and thus be better for the business's survival than royalty income. 13

Another type of tie-in can exist. A product may have several uses,

one of which is. patented. Under the statute 14. the patent owner can refuse

to license. his patent to purchaser-sicf the product from sources other than

the patent owner. Thus, a license tc.use: a chemical for a herbicide can' be

25 denied except to purchasers of thapatent owner' s-unpatented-chemrce l , 15

Similarly, a patent owner can prohibit his licensees.from marketing the

patented chemical in combination with another chemical. 16



from challenging the validity of the patent. This. policy. was reconsidered

and reversed on the grounds that licensees may often be the only

individuals with enough economic incentive to challenge the patentability

of an inventor's discovery, If they are muzzled, the public may

5 continually be required to pay tribute to would-be monopolists without need

or justification.

Thus, the public policy as determined by the cour-ts is that the

interest in ensuring that ideas that should be in the .publ Le domain should

be freely available pre-empts the enforcement of a contract which is

10 contrary to that interest. 17

The relationship between the patent owner and the licensee while the

validity of the patent is being contested can be important. The

judicially evolved policy is that the licensee can challenge the validity

of the patent, suspend royalty payments,. and continue to operate under the

Hcens.e until.validity has-been.-determmed. The rationaleenunciat13d:for

the policy 'is that,.:ifroyaltypaym13nts.were required,i.it would.b13.:.in the.

patent owner's economic Int.er-es t to delay final adjudication and use the

continuing royalties to help defray the cost of litigation. The licensee

would have little incentivetd cha l Ienge.vthe patent. if there were a risk of

20 the LLcense being terminated or ifroyal.ty payments WOUld.. still be.

required. The courts have further indicated that unless the .Lrcensee is

insolvent, the licensee need not pay royalties into an escrow account

during the period that the validity of the patent is challenged

In establishing this policy, the patent owner often perceives that he

25 is placed in il.disadvantageous ".no-win": position: If the patent is

declared invalid, he has nothing. However, if the patent is declared

valid ,he recovers nothing but the royalties which he otherwfsawould have

received and he has incurred the expense of litigation. This policy holds

the potential for abuse by the licensee, particularly over a patent owner

30 who may: not have the resources to fully defend his patent in litigation.

The licensee is provided with the economic leverage to use the challenge of

patent validity to reopen negotiations for a reduced royalty.
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Patent Pooling

Where the combined or pooled patents are competing such that the

purpose is to eliminate competition among them, the practice is considered

~ ~ illegal. On the other hand, if the pooled patents are such that one

5 is subservient to the Qther, there is no restraint of trade and no

elimination of an alternative use.

Volume Restrictions

Volume and amount restrictions were at one time considered by the

Department of Justice to be ~ ~ illegal; however, the present view is

10 that 'such-r-es tr-Lct tons will be<viewedunder the rule of reason.

Price Fixing Restrictions

AHhough it is legal for a licensor to require- a single manufacturing

licensee to adhere to the licensor's price schedules, any further

restriction (two licensees) is considered a ~ ~ illegality.
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Section III

Patents and Assistance for Innovation

Introduction

The patent system has two broad functions that promote the progress of

5 "science and useful arts." First, the potential profit obtainable through

the patent monopoly stimulates innovation. Second; the disclosures of

inventions in patents increase the knowledge base, providing information

and ideas that cah lead to further invention and hastenithedevelopmentof

new technology.

10 This section explores the assistance for innovation provided by

patents from two fronts: first, patents as a technical information

resource; and,second, the types of resources that exist to assist the

fledgling inventor or small business develop a patented invention into an

innovation.

15 Patents as a Source of Technical Information

·Patents are a unique source of scientific and technical information.

The Patent and Trademark Office estimates .that 80 percent of the technology

disclosed in patents is not disclosed anywhere else. (OTAF) For this

·information to be meaningful, it must get into the hands of those who can

20 use it and the information in the patent must be presented in a manner

which is useful.

Patents have typically not been in the mainstream of scientific and

technical literature. Public awareness of the value of information

contained in patents was lacking and searching patents was time-consuming,

25 inconvenient and expensive. Further, patents have been criticized as

obfuscating valuable technical information. (See, for instance, DPR,
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Subcorrunittee on Innovation, p , 125-127,. ·for recorrunendation to improve the

value of patents through accessibility of patents, dissemination of

information, and providing relevant information in patent documents.)·

Patents, being . legal documents, must place priority on assuring that

5 the invention is fully protected. Hence, the type of presentation will be

different than that found in technical journals and texts. Moreover,

patent applications are generally filed at the early stages of the

development of an invention n often before the most relevant information

for innovation is discovered.

10 Obtaining access to relevant patents is a major hurdle. Access can be

through the Patent and Trademark Office, the Patent Depository Libraries or

corrunercial services.

The Patent and Trademark Office:

The primary resource provided by the Patent and Trademark Office.is

15 the classified patent search file. This file is arranged by subject, matter

classes (350) which are further broken down into subclasses (108,000). Two

search·files.exist, both are at the Patent and Trademark Office facilities

in Arlington, Virginia. The examiner's search file is spread throughout

the facilities such that relevantsubclasses.areproximate to the patent

20 examiners examining patent applications in that technology. This file

contains U•. S.andforeign patents and some technical literature. (a total

of about 25,000,000 documents). The second file is the public search file

which<is centrally located. The public search file contains only U.S.

patents (about 14,000,000 documents). The public, however, is granted

25 access to the examiners' search files.

The searcher must locate the relevant subclasses to search. There are

several reference tools available to aid in locating the proper subclass to

search. The Index to U.S. Patent Classification is an alphabetical listing

of the subject headings , both class and subctass , The Manual of
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accessed ingeogr'aphical areas other than the nations capital, the patent

depository libraries have thus far not been able to provide comparable

services. First, the completeness of the patent files vary widely among

the libraries with ?ome having only the most recent patents. Second, the

5 patents are arranged in numerical order. Thus the collections are only

useful for recovering a previously known patent. The exception is

Sunnyvale, California, patent depository library which has patents in

select technology areas arranged by subject matter classification, but the

classification arrangement lacks the breadth and refinement of the Patent

10 and Trademark Office collection.

A problem common to all public depository libraries is the lack of

adequate funding ona predictable basis. Maintaining ever these limited

patent files is a major expense. By law, the Patent and Trademark Office

is to selLa complete set of the patents issued each year for' fifty

15 dollars. But the real cost .tothe libraries of the program-has. been shelf

space, binding, •••·and maintenance which. can .cost.-tens of>thousandsor dollars

per year. Accordingly, many of the patent depository libraries have opted

ito·discontinue· the. program with the Patent and Trademark Office and

purchase patents on microfilm.

20· There are two; one~time only programs to assist the patent depository

Ibr-ar.ies, The Patent and Trademark Office is making its computer files

that are available in the public sear-ch room available to the patent

depository libraries. These databases provide information about the

classification system. $350,000 has been allocated for this program.

25 (Patent Depository Library/Patent and-Tr-ademar-k Office Conf'erencs IY, June

9-11, 1981)

The National Bureau of Standards has initiated another program to

upgrade the patent services of three Patent Depository Libraries;

Sunnyvale, Boston Public, and Georgia Tech. The purpose of the grant money

30 ($75,000 per year for two years for each library) is to foster

technological innovation in the energy field by individuals and small
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Sources of Assistance

for Technology Commercialization

Background

There was a surge of interest in mnovat ion , technology and the

5 conunercializationand utilization of federally-held technology in the early

1970s. This led toa variety. of Federal, State and private programs

designed to give assistance to individuals (L, e., inventors, innovators,

entrepreneurs) and smaller businesses with inventions or technologies they

wished to evaluate, develop, sell or license.

10 Some of the initial impetus was<evidenced by President Richard Nixon's

message to Congr-ess. (March 1972) which established two. specific programs

intended to stimulate innovation: the NationaLScience..Foundation's

Experimental Research and Development Incentives Program (RDI) and the

Department ofConunerce.'s Experimental Technology Incentives Program (ETIP)

5 Shortlythereafter,theNational Bureau of' Standa.rdswas charged with

assisting individuaL inventors and. smaller businesses bY evaluating

t.echno'Iog Ies. and forwarding those with promise to the Energy.Research. and

Development Administration (ERDA -- now the Department of Energy) for

funding support.

20 As Federal .effortsgrew and became more visible,somestates also

became involved in assisting small businesses; in soma-Lns tances , these

state efforts were specifically directed toward smaller,technology-based,

growth oriented businesses. Recently, some organizations in the private

sector have begun to focus on conunercializing technologies and assisting

25 inventors as well as smaller businesses.

Interestingly, just as these efforts were gaining momentum, and the

knowledge base was expanding, the Federal government began to cut the

budgets of its own programs, many of which are being phased out.
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o To encourage research in areas that can 1eadJo improvements in

economic growth, energy supply and use, productivity, and

environmental quality;

o To promote international cooperation thropgh science;

5 o To develop and help implement science education programs that can

better prepare the nation for meeting the challenges of the

decades ahead.

The Small Business Administration (SBA) was created in 1953 to: "aid,

counsel, assist and protect the interests of small businesses; insure that

10 small business concerns receive a fair proportion of government purchases,

contracts ,and subcontracts ,as well as of the sales of government

property; make loans. to small business concerns, state and local

development companies , and. the vict ims of floods or other catastrophes, or

of certain types of .economic injury; license, regplate,and make loans to

15 small business investment companies ;iIl)provej;he management ski lls of small

business owners, potentiaLowners, and managers; conduct studies. of the

...economic environment;. and guarantee leases entered into by small business

'concerns as well as surety bonds. issued. to them."

The Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA, now DOE) was

20 established by Executive Order in 1975 in an effort to reorganize and

consolidate Federal R&D activities related to energy resources; its purpose

is to "develop and increase the efficiency and reliability of .use of all

energy sources to meet the needs of present and future generations, to

increase the productivitY9fj;he national economy and. strengthen its

25 position in regard to international trade, to make the national self

sufficient in energy, to advance the goals of restoring,protecting, and

enhancing environmental quality, and to assure public health and safety."

These agencies have been briefly described because they conduct the

primary activities involving technology commer-cIal Izat.Lon and inventors and
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Product Development Corporation (CPDC) was established by public law in

1972 as a state agency and was capitalized with $10,000,000 in state bonds.

This program was designed to provide risk capital to Connecticut firms for

product development, No grants are provided for working capital or

5 acquisitions of land, equipment or buildings, but CPDC typically provides

grants of up to 60 percent of the development costs of a new technology by

an existing firm with the firm providing the remaining capital necessary to

bring the technology to market. In return CPDCreceives a royalty of 5

percent of sales until the grant has been repaid five times when the

10 royalty is reduced to one-half of one percent.

The Massachusetts Technology Development Corporation (MTDC) was

established in July 1978 by publ fc law. It operates as a state agency with

the purpose of injecting risk capital into early state ventures unable to

obtain capital alone; that is ,it provides seed capital for sma11 ,

15 technology-based companies in Massachusetts instar.t __ up or .. expansion

stituations. The seed capitalis provided. as unsubordinated debt in

amounts ranging between .$100,000 and:$250,000 and at rates below prime

interest rates. The payback period is five to seven years. The capital

provided may be used for deveIopment,'. refinement and cbmmercializationof

20 technology and other working: capital needs. The states or Maine and Alaska

have instituted similar programs and other states are attempting to

initiate programs of this nature;

Other state programs are intended to provide direct services to

investors and enterpreneurs. Typical of these is New·Jersey'sOffice for

25 Promoting Technical Innovation (OPTI) in the Department of Commence<and

Economic Development. This program was established by public. law in 1978

and. became operational in 1979. It is spe.cit'ically designed to aid and

assist independent inventors,entrepreneurs and smal1 business involved in

technical areas. Services prOVided included:

30
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o Patent assistance (e.g., recordkeeping instruction, baCkground

information, patent search and filing assistance);
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evaluation and development services. The type and quality of services as

well as their cost varies considerably from one organization to another.

Some organizations have preyed upon individual inventors, obtaining fees

from inventors, thr9ugh deceptive practices. (See FTC v. Raymond Lee

5 Organization) Several states have passed legislation prohibiting these

practices.

10

A few universities with schools of

evaluate a technology that falls within

professors can be hired as consultants.

organizations.

engineering will contract to

their range of expertise and many

The same is true of research

Business Planning and Initiation: Services in this area range from

marketing to start-up to new project development to management services.

Many universities, private consulting firms and seminar groups provide

assistance in this area. Also, the large accounting firms have initiated

15 small business units that focus on identifying high growth potential firms

with which to work. Few of these focus specifically on the individual or

small business with a technology to commercialize n rather they are

directed at the business community m generaL

Universities that participated or are participating in federally

20 funded programs or those with curricula in small business and engineering

are likely to be resources for individuals and small businessmen with

technologies wishing to initiate new ventures. Such corporations as Exxon,

Scientific Advances, Inc., and General Electric have new venture groups

which provide assistance when they are interested in the business plan.

25 Licensing: Licensing activities in the private sector consist of a

group of companies that provide a listing of technologies available for

license; some of these also provide technical services to accomplish

technology transfer. For example: Dr. Dvorkovitz and Associates is a firm

with a computer data base containing "market-ready inventions and trade

30 secrets"; Control Data Technotec; Worldtech, Ine , , a subsidiary of Control
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Services

Background

Four services are ,provided for TCP projects:

96

The process must be profit oriented.

The system must utilize the normal business process of the
participants to the greatest extent possible.

Adaptive engineering to meet market needs

1)

2) It must be set primarily in the private sector with the
government role one of continuing coordination and resources
development.

The TCPoperates on four basic principles:

4) The cost to the minority firm in determining product potentii3.1
must be kept at the absolute minimum.

3)

o

o Market/technology evaluation

o Demonstration of market~ready products

o Assistance in acquiring capital for market-ready products

. ,The TCP had developed a national network of public and private sector
rel;c>urces which .ar-e brokers with projectsinvolving, t echno.log.res •with
commer-c i aI potential. Thus,the private sector wor-ks closely with •the
government, in order to commercialize technologies. and. Invo.lve-minorLties in
that process.

Target Audience

In addition to these clear cut services, the TCP also provides access
to many large corporations and public agencies.

DRAFT

Technology Commercialization Program
Department of Commerce'

10

15

The Technology·Comercialization Program (TCP) was established in 1976
5 as a means of mainstreaming minority businessmen into the technology-based,

growth business community. Presently there are eight operational
Technology Commercialization Centers' (TCCs) located throughout thell.S. and
a National Office which coordinates TCCactivities.

20

The target audience for this program is anyone with a technology that
25 can be commercialized. It is required that a minor-I tyinventor ,investor,

innovator or businessman benefit from the project.

30



Innovation Center Program
National Science Foundation

Background

The Innovation· Center Experiment was begun in 1974 as part of the
5 Experimental Research and Development Inventives Program.

Illl1ovationCenter objectives are:

o To increase the quantity and quality of technological
entrepreneurs/inventors from the university environment.

10
o To· establish and increase the. perceived value of the. Innovation

Center to the extent that it canbecomes.elf:-supporting within
five years.

o To increase utilization and/or commercialization of university
and cbmmunity.heldtechnology;.

Target Audience

15 The target audience of this program are university students interested
in t.echno l ogy innovation. The center at the University.of Oregon .(now
closed) focused on inventors anclthe outreach was nationwide.

Services

20
.The Irinovat-ien Centers are required.to,offer.a mirumum Of· one course

dealing with technological innovation and to assist, ina laboratory
environment; those projects whichmeettheindividuaF university IS

(se lection .:criteria·;<
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Appropriate Technology Small Grants Program (Discontinued):
U. S. Department of Energy

BackgrQund

This program was established in 1979 in response to public concern
5 about U.S. dependence on large-scale, capital and energy-intensive

technology. The Department of Energy was authorized to provide grants for
the development of energy-related, small-scale technologies appropriate to
local needs and skills.

The objectives of the program are:

10 o To. make more energy~related technology options available in the
United States.

o To provide access to DOE for individuals .andgroupswho would not
otherwise have contact.

o To make available technology not otherwise accessible to DOE.

15 o To further national efforts in promoting the usscr renewable
resources and conservation of non-renewable resources.

Target Audience

The target audience for this program includes<individuals, local
nonprofit organizations and institutions, state and local agencies, Indian

20 trices, and small businesses. The Department of Energy has simplified the
award process to attract this group.

Services

Funding, up to $10,000, is provided for developing new concepts
ranging from energy sources to new applications of existing procedures or

25 systems. Awards, up to $50,000, are prOVided for the systematic and
practical development of a concept into a usefUl technology including
design, assembly and laboratory-scale testing •. Demonstration projects are
funded up to $50,000 to test a technology under operating conditions to
show its commercial application is technically, economically and

30 enVironmentally feasible. .
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Office of Government Inventions and Patents
National Technical &Information Service (NTIS)
Department of Commerce

Background

5 In 1973 the National Technical and Information Service was charged
with the task of announcing the availability of government patents for
license and in 1976 with actively seeking to license such technologies.

Via interagency agreements with most of the Federal agencies engaged
in research, program personnel collect, publ rcaze and, .m some cases,

10· evaluate and attempt to license inventions of Federal employees which are
patented or on which a patent is pending. This program is expected to
become. self-supporting.

Target Audience

The target audience for licensing and publication activities are
15 smaller, large and medium sized firms which may incorporate the inventions

into their product line. The firm must exhibit the ability to
commercialize the technology.

Services

. ·20
Two·services are provided. The first is achieved via weekly

publications listing and describing the patents reported to the office,
The general publication is titled "Government Inventions for Licensing" and
there are some 26 others focusing. on specific science/technology areas.

The second service involves· transfer of the patent from the owning
agency to NTIS, development of a plan to promote the invention, evaluation

25 of the technology focusing on market potential and development of a brief
description of the technology ("Tech Note") for distribution to the trade
press. For the most promising of these, NTIS will contact industry
directly in an effort to interest firms in licensing the technology. If
this effort yields results, either an exclusive or non-exclusive license

30 may be negotiated. All licenses bear a running royalty and execution fees.
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Energy-Related Inventions Program
U.S. Department of Energy and
U.S. Department'of Commerce
National Bureau of Standards

5 BackgrQund

The Energy-Related Inventions Program was established in 1974 with the
specific purpose of evaluating promising energy-related inventions with
particular attention to those inventions submitted by individual inventors
and small companies for the purpose of obtaining direct grants .from the

10 Department of Energy. It is a cooperative program between the two
departments with the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) conducting
technology evaluations and the Department of Energy (DOE) staff funding
projects to bring them one step closer to commercialization.

Target Audience

15 The target audience for this program ,is anyone with an energy-related
invention.

ServiCes

Services provided include:

o Evaluation of the technology

20 6 Funding to the holder of the technology in order. to movs.f t
.toward commercialization.

The evaluation conducted by NBS is performed according to a specific
procedure which utilizes both in-house evaluators and some 300 outside
evaluators. Inventions recommended by NBS are. reviewed for funding

25 potential by the DOE staff and a negotiation is conducted with the inventor
to determine the nature and extent of fundingwhich>.wilL be provided.
Hence, the funding could be for market survey, technology development,
concept development or product testing, among others. This DOE service is
often described as a means of providing inventors with the seed capital

30 necessary to develop the technology to the point where it can be financed
through regular channels, licensed or sold.

In addition to the foregoing, the NBS conducts state-of-the-art
searches and documentation efforts for those technologies most frequently
received for evaluation. The NBS and DOE jointly sponsor a series of

35 inventor conferences where inventors can obtain information regarding how
to achieve commercialization for their invention via licensing, sale or new
venture initiation.
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Small Business Innovation Reserach Program
National Science "Foundation

Background

This program was established in 1977 and provides phased grant awards
5 to support advanced research on important science and technology problems

with incentives to pursue commercial applications and technological
innovation from NSF spohsored research.

The program will support only certain research areas. It will not
fund product development, technical assistance, or pilot-plant efforts. It

10 normally will not support clinical research nor does it fund market,
classified, or weapons-related research.

Target 'Audience

This isa highly competitive program for. small firms with strong
research capabilities in science or engineering; generally speaking this is

15 not a program designed to reach independent inventors without a strong
research/scientific capability.

Services

The program will provide up to $30,000 funding to conduct advanced
applied research (Phase I) on an innovative idea or approach for a period

20 not exceeding six months. Those successfully completing this first phase,
may apply for a Phase II grant to support an intensive research project not
to exceed 24 months of support for two or three professional man years
(i.e., about $200,OQO). Phase III, a development phase,is conducted by
the small business, is supported by a third party (i.e., larger company or

25 risk capital organization) and focuses entirely on commercialization.
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Data .Corporation, (domestic and international databases listing patents

available for license); large corporations like General Electric Company

and Boeing Corporation have divisions responsible for licensing and

technology transfer activi ties; and Universi ty Patents, Inc.,

5 (participating universities offer patents for license through this

company) •

Conclusion

There are a variety of Federal, State and private programs that can

offer assistance to individuals and small business wishing to develop new

10 technologies and the foregoing discussion, while not being comprehensive,

provides an indication of what has and is being done. But as is .apparent,

the reach of many of these programs, both in terms of clientele and types

of ass rs tance, is limited.
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o Technology evaluation conducted in-house and externally;

o . Market evaluation to determine if the need for the technology is

real;

5

o Occasionally OPTI will invest in a technology in return for a

royalty; such investment may range from $10,000 to $100,000;

o Technology transfer services

advertised in the media and via

projects with pr9mise are

direct mail as available for

10

license to New Jersey firms; also, OPTI acts as an agent for

foreign technology avad IabIe for .lIcense to firms in the state

and attempts to make untver-s i ty-heId technology available for

license.

Private Sector Activities

There is abroad range of services available from the private sector

to assist individuals and smaller businesses, particularly in technology

15 evaluation and development,business planning and initiation, and

licensing. It should be noted, hO\iever,.that while many of these private

sector activities center on providing information and assistance to

fledgling entrepreneurs in general, there isa dearth of activities

focusing on inventors and technological entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, the

20 American Patent. Law Association has a lisi:,ing of more than 500 companies

which render development assistance to inventors. (American Patent Law

Association Journal , March,-April 1~82, 'p. 239-:246)

Technology Evaluation and Development: Assistance in this, area

inclUdes evaluating the invention, developing and testing prototypes and

25 readying the technology for production.

An innovator or small business may take a technology to a broker for

evaluation, or to a university or .to a research institute to obtain both
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smaller businesses. It should be noted that other Federal agencies, such

as the Depa~tment of Defense, Department of Health and Human Sevices,

Department of Inte~ior, and Depa~tment of T~anspo~tation, conduct prog~ams

that may be described as resea~ch, technology t~ansfer, technology

5 utilization and technology development; however, as p~eviously mentioned,

relatively few pr-ograms, focus specifically on the combination Of technology

and inventor or smaller business assistance.

The p~og~ams of the lead agencies can be divided into those designed

to p~ovide di~ect assistance f~om the agency and its ~egional offices, and

10 those p~oviding funding to a thi~d o~ inte~media~y o~ganization in o~de~

fo~ that o~ganization to p~ovide se~vices to those with technologies to

develop, license or sell. The Small Business Administ~ation and NTIS take

the fo~me~ "di~ect" app~()ach, while the National Science Foundation and the

Depa~tment of Comme~ce take the late~"inte~mediary"approach. One

15 pr-ogr-am; the Energy-Related Inventions Pr-ogr-am, is a joint progr-am between

the Depa~tment of Energy and the Department of Commerce, National Bureau of

Standards which combines the two approaches.

Examples of the more significantFede~alprogrms and their approaches

are p~ovided in the Appendix. Some of these programs have been

20 discontinued.

State Programs

Like the fede~al government, a numbe~ of states have undertaken to

support a variety of programs designed to stimulate small business and

economic development. State and local governments that believe there is a

25 causal ~elationship between technology development and economic p~ospe~ity

also support special programs designed to stimulate the development of

technology-based fi~ms.

Some states have created· organizations designed specifically to

provide capital for high ~isk projects. For example, the Connecticut
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Federal Programs

For many years, Congress and the executive branch have made it a

responsibility of the federal government to assist and/or stimulate small

business, and to stimulate innovation, but not necessarily to combine the

5 two functions •. There have been only a handful of programs designed

specifically to stimulate innovation and the development of technology

based,smaller businesses. Some agencies, such as those described below,

have made some efforts in this direction.

The Department of Conunercewas created in 1913 with the mission "to

10 foster, serve, and promote the nation's economic .development and

technological advancement." The following specific agencies have Programs

concerned with science and technology: Patent and Trademark Office,

National BUreau of Standards (NBS},and National Technical .and Information

servrce (NTIS).

15 The Patent and Trademark Office was established "to administer the

laws and regulations governing the issuance of patents and trademarks and

to adjudicate r esul tingquestions. "The NBS is concerned with

strengthening and advancing the nation's science and technology and.

faciIi tating their effective application for public benefit •. NTIS was

20 established in 1970 to "simplify and improve public access to Department of

Commer-ce publications .and to data files and scientific and technical

reports produced by Federal agencies and their contractors. The agency is

obligated " ... to recover its costs .n-om sales to users."

The National Science Foundation, created in 1950, has the following

25 purposes:
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o To increase the nation's base of scientific knowledge and

strengthen its ability to. conduct scientific research;
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businesses. Each new "InventQr InfQrmatiQn ResQurce Center" will assist

this clientele in several ways: prQvide state-Qf-the-art infQrmatiQn in

science and technQ1Qgy, prQvide gUidance with the inventQr disclQsure form,

prQvide informatiQn Qn marketing and prQductiQn, and finally, infQrmatiQn

5 Qn gQvernment prQgrams Qffering assistance tQ the inventQr.

Private SectQr Activities:

The private sectQr has played an important rQlein enabling the public

tQ retrieve infQrmation frQm patents. One .type Qf private sector

activities are abstract services such as Chemical Abstracts Service,

10 Derwent (WQrld Patent Index), IFI/Plenum Data Companyand Pergamon that

publish abstracts Qf patents in subject matter arrangements. Many ·ofthese

services include fQreign patents and technical literature in the.ir r-epor-ts ,

AlsQ, many Qf these services can be retrieval by.computer. There. has' been

a:grQwth in thenumberQf cQmpanies providing these services. While the

15 ease or. re.trieval ot: patenti.inf'ormat.ron-permrt.t.ed by these services is

believed to have led to a more extensive: use of information c.ontainedin

pat.ent.s , not all the Inf'crmata.on contained in patents is available through

these services.

Another type Qf private sector activity prQvides specialized reports

20 on patent information. This includes proress.ional pat.ent searchers located

in the vicinity of the Patent and Trademark Office who are cQntracted,

crt.en by patent attorneys ,to conduct patent sear-ches ,'. Also,:. several

companies publish col l ectLons of patents,or abstracts ot patents, in

certain technolQgy areas. For example, Omec Publishing Company Of Great

25 Falls, Virginia,' publishes a biweekly "Bdotechnol ogy Patent Digest."
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Patent Depository Libraries:

Classification lists the class schedules in detailed outline form. A

separate publication, Classification Definitions, prOVides definitions of

class and subclass listings found in the Manual of Classifications.

In addition to the patent files housed at the Patent and Trademark

Office facilities ,there are 37· patent depository libraries located

throughout the United States. While a need exists to enable patents to be
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The Scientific Library at the Patent and Trademark Office is another

source of technical information. The Library, open to both patent

10 examiners and the public, offers many, information resources, including more

than 12 million foreign patents from 60 countries arranged in numerical

order or by publication date. The library also maintains related technical

and scientific literature of use in patent searches.

Another resource prOVided by the Patent and Trademark Office is the

5 Officjal Gazette, a weekly publication of the Patent and Trademark Office

(through the Government Printing Officelwhich contains a brief description

(abstractl and draWing of each new patent recently·issued.

Reports prepared by the Office of Technology Assessment and Forecast

15 and entitled Patent Profiles presents information about patent activity and

trends in various areas of technology, such as synthetic fuels and solar

energy.' Each issue contains data on patent numbers, titles, active

companies, and independent inventors ina particular technology area, as

wellas levels of patenting by foreigners, and profiles, of patenting by U.

20 S. residents by regional breakdowns. The Office of Technology Assessment

and Forecast also publishes Technology Assessment and'Forecast reports

about one a year. The Office prepares special nepor-ts , •tailored to

individual needS, from its computer-based files on .a cost reimbursable

basis. During fiscal year 1981, the Office prepared 190 specialized

25 reports.
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Improvements and Grantbacks

Improvements are the grant of rights by a patent owner to a licensee

to additional paten~s considered to be improvements upon the licensed

invention. Thus, the licensee is assured of obtaining the best technology

5 developed by the patent owner. Grantbacks can be considered a form of

remuneration to the patentee and provide for the licensee to grant to the

patent owner rights under patents obtained by the licensee which are

considered to be improvements on the licensed invention. The grantbacks

are usually by nonexclusive license. Although no court ruling has

10 occurred, grantbacks by exclusive license, or by assigning the patent have

been considered ~ ~ illegal on the belief that they tend to perpetuate a

monopoly of the licensor and.discourageinnovation by the licensee. 18

When the patent owner is licensing a patent in a new aneaor

technology, the issue of improvements and grantbacks becomes important

15 because of the potential for developing .patentable improvements.

Improvements and grantback requirements can enhance the .lrkel fhcod that

improvement inventions will be brought to practical application; however,

they can act as a disincentive for research if the researcher believes that

he will lose his patent rights. Also,if thegrantbacksand improvements

20 are not provided to licensees ,the. group having the right to practice the

invention of the improvement patents may be able to develop a dominant

market position. In essence ,.the. parties negotiating the improvement and

grantback aspects of the basic license agreement are establishing policies

which can affect innovation and other licenses of the basic patent.

25 Mandatory Package Licensing

A package license is a license in which the licensee is licensed under

more than one patent, under circumstances such that the licensee is coerced

by the licensor to accept more patents covered by the package than he

wishes. To the extent that a package license is for the convenience of the

30 parties and is not mandatory on the part of the licensor, the license will

be lawful.
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Other Limitations

Requiring a licensee to pay royalties based on the total sales of a

type of product reg~rdless of whether they use the invention is ~.~

illegal.

5 The collection of royalties based on sales after the expiration or the

patent is also ~.~ illegal; however, the collection of royalties, after

the expiration of the patent but based on the sale of products prior to the

expiration patent is permissible. There is concern that this policy may

delay making the invention available to the pUblic. An incentive may be

10 provided to the licensee to hold back production until the expiration of

the patent.

Termination

. Another iJllportant consideration in a licensing. agreement is the

condrt.Lons under which either party may terminate the agreement.

15 Failure to have theright to terminate in the event that a licensee

e lects"notto pay royalties coUld put. the licensor intheawkwardposition

of allowing a licensee to challenge the validity of the patent while

retaining the right to sell the licensed product. Failure to pay royalties

has been construed by some courts not to be a material breach or default.

20 Combined with the question or termination is the issue of the

licensee' sright to challenge the validity of the patent, Competing

policies exist. On the one hand,the law of contracts forbids a purchaser'

to repudiate his promises simply because he later becomes dissatisfied with

thebargainhe·hasJllade. On the other hand, federal law requires that all

25 ideas in general circulation be dedicated to the common good unless they

are protected by a valid patent. The courts have considered these

competing policies and first established the doctrine of "licensee

estoppel" in which the patent owner could by agreement bind the licensee
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Field of use restrictions can result in antitrust concernS. Absent

patents, agreements which divide customers or markets are ~ ~ illegal.

When a patent is involved, a rule of reason standard is adopted since the

effect can be to give the public the fUll use of the invention and provide

5 new products. Particular benefits can occur when the patent owner is a

small business and the royalties from the field of use license enhance the

patent-owner's competitive position. Situations can exist in which a field

of use license may not be in the public interest.

For example, can a licensor who owns a patent for a machine and a

10 method for using that machine to make semiconductor chips license a

manufacturing licensee to make the machine and require the licensee to sell

the machine to purchasers who take it with notice that to use the machine

it is necessary to obtain a license under the method from the patentee? Is

the restriction on the purchasing licensee valid?

15 If the' licensor cannot extract a Toyaltyon the production of chips

using his .method he' has no incentive to. license . the machine for manufacture

or to sell the machine to others. That; in turn, would limit its use and

its potential benefit to the public assuming that the resultant chip has

superior characteristics either withrespee t to performance.or.cos t • Such

20 an analysis could result in a determination of a pro-competitive effect and

hence the restriction would appear to be appropriate and beneficial to the

public. Notwithstanding, few patent licensing experts would recommend this

type of restriction in view of the exhaustion principle.

Although' questions regarding the antitrust implications of field of

25 use licenses exist, the licenses are sought by the government for

Federally-owned patents as' a mechanism to limit the patent license rights

to only those which are reasOnable and necessary for the practical

application of an invention for the benefit of the public. 12

"
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business limitation may be due to the lack of a market and service

structure throughout the U.S. or due to the costs of transportation. For

example, a concrete manufacturer who obtains a patent on an improved

process for making concr-et.e may. not be able to economically justify making

5 the concrete and shipping it several hundred miles. By a territorially

limited license, others could use the process and not interfere with the

patent owner's exploitation in the market area which he could service.

A conflict between the patent and antitrust laws can arise from

geographic area limitations. Except for the patent law, horizontal

10 agreements between competitors to divide territories is ~ ~ illegal. On

the one hand, the policy established by Congress in the patent laws

provides for spreading the potential benefit of an. invention throughout the

United States. The hypothetical cement manufacturer would likely be

unwilling to license his patent if the licensee could compete with him.

15 Without licensing, other regions of the country would not benefit from the

invention. The problems of transportation .were, however, considerably more

difficult in. the 19th centur-y when this pr-cvrs ron was first enacted. Now,

fewer companies and products find that their scope is territorially

limited.

20 On the other hand, the application of the oerse doc.trinethrough

judicial policymaking to the division of territories by competitors .arises

from the concern that competition is thwarted,resulting in higher costs to

consumers.

Commonly, territorial restrictions in licensing are international in

25 nature. That is, the patent owner has obtained patents in more than one

country and divides the rights by country. For example, the patent owner

can grant world-wide rights to manufacture but retain exclusive rights to

sell the licensed goods in the U.S. The patent owner would have no,

competition in the U.S. and could expect his products to be sold in other

30 countries. This arrangement would benefit the patent owner, who received

royalties, and the U.S. balance of trade since imports of the product for
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interest, company morale and the fact that the inventor is being paid to

develop new products, must also be considered when assessing treatment of

the corporate inventor. If the corporate inventor shar~s in the profits of

the company, it mos~ likely will occur through equity participation rather

5 than royalties.

Minimum payments and advance payments are often required by the patent

owner to provide some incentive for the licensee to use the invention.

Incentive can also be provided by a contractual provision requiring the

licensee to exercise his best efforts to bring the invention to the market

10 place. The care with which the agreement is drawn may be critical in

determining the effectiveness of a requirement that the licensee exercise

his best efforts, particularly when the invention is in an embryonic stage.

The use of milestones in the licensing agreement can be helpful in

determining whether best efforts are being exercised. Further, an early

15 determination of whether best efforts are being expended may be essential

to accomplish commercial frUition of the invention. Because the patent

term continues torun,a late decision to terminate the agreement for

failure· to exercise best efforts may result in too little of a patent term

r-emaInIng-to provide incentiVe to another to license the patent. The

20 courts have recognized the licensee 'sobligationto. perfect. and market a

patented product· under licensing agreements and have awarded damages for

failure to do so.

The Rights Granted

The patent right isa bundle of divisible rights. Thepatentowner

25 can select rights from this bundle which are limited by time, geographic

area, making or using or selling, and by a particular use. The patent

owner can also limit the right to enforce the patent and the right to a

licensee to sublicense the Patent. There are some limits on the ability of

the patent owner to divide rights ina patent. The balance has been

30 established by the interaction between the patent and antitrust laws, both

of which seek to stimulate econolilic growth and the production of goods and
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since the only benefit received by the licensee is freedom from being sued

for infringement. The exclusive licensee, however, because he enjoys the

fUll exclusivity benefits of the patent, has an interest in upholding the

patent and is allowed as a matter of right to enforce the patent.

5 There are several types of license agreements which fall between an

exclusive and non-exclusive right. The licensor may r-eser-ve the right to

practice the invention, meaning that both Lreenson and licensee can "make,

use and sell" the invention. Although sometimes termed an exclusive

license, this usually is known as a "sole" license.

10 The t.erm "partially exclusive license"has been coined to describe (1)

an exclusive license where the exclusive right to less than the entire

patent is granted or (2)a license where the number of licenses under the

particular invention is limited.

The grant of anexclusivelic:ense is desirable for the licensee.

15 Under-the present U.S. tax code, an exclusive license to the entir-e patent

for the fun life of the patent offers advantages to the licensor because

the transfer prOVides for capital gains treatment. 7 Thus, this Federal

policy appears to favor the grant of exclusive licenses to the entire

patent for its full life.

20 However, Federal practices and proposed legislation regarding the

licensing of Federally-owned patents appear to favor the grant of more

limited licenses. 8 This policy provides that the patents be used in a

manner consistent with the public interest and prOVides only such

exclusivity necessary to obtain thept'actical application for the benefit

25 of the public; Accordingly, the period of exclusiVity may be limited to

that required for a licensee to develop a commercial product, recover

development costs, and establish a lead position in the market.
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State and Federal legislation can affect the rights of an employed

inventor and the inventor's employer. To date, California, Minnesota,

North Car-olina, and Washington have enacted legislation which prevents an

employer from asserting rights to all inventions made by their employees.

5 In general, these statutes prevent an employer from contractually requiring

an employee to assign his rights to an invention when the employer did not

contribute resources such as equipment or trade secret information; when

the invention was developed by the employee entirely on his or her own

time; and when the invention does not pertain to the employer's actual or

10 reasonably anticipated business. 5 Congressional legislative proposals have

also been made to restrict the ability of an employer to claim rights to

inventions made by employees. (H.R. 4732, 97th Congress)

B. THE ASSIGNMENT AND LICENSING OF PATENTS

15

The patent law allows the patent owner to

grant territorial rights in the United States.

judically defined as the transfer of:

assign, to license and to

An>assignment has been

a) the whole patent, comprlslng the exclusive right to· make, use and

sen the invention throughout theUnftedStates;

b) an undivided part or share of that exclusive right; or

Anything short of an assignment is a license. A licensee has no title

in the patent. 6

20 c) the exclUsive right under the patent in a part of the United

States.

25

There

desirable.

activities
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are many reasons why licensing or assigning patents is

The primary incentive for the patent owner to engage in these

is to bring the invention to market and to secure a financial
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profits, if the infringer makes automobiles and uses a brake system which

infringes a patent, the court must determine how much of the profit on the

automobile was attributed to the infringement. This change, although

reducing the comple~ity of providing damages, according to some

5 commentators has tended to reduce damages to a reasonable royalty.

(Committee Report of the American Bar Association, Patent Trademark and

Copy~ight Section, Committee 108, p. __ (1982» Other commentators

disagree noting that there is an increased tendency of the courts to award

mUltiple damages. (Joseph M. Fitzpatrick, Damages in Trademark and Patent

10 Infringement Litigation, APLA Quarterly Journal, vol. 8, No.1 (1980)

p. 29-45, 37 and 38)

The awarding of mUltiple damages is not required by the statute to be

punitive in nature; however, the vast majority of the courts have

considered increased damages to bepunitivein nature. Generally, a

15 successful defense toa request for increased damages.' is. t.hat the infringer

had a good faith and reasonable belief that he was not infringing the

patent. (Fitzpatrick, p. 42-43) Most corporations, when faced with a

potential. infringement problem seek an opinion from a competent attorney

that the patent in question was invalid or not infringed,as evidence of

20 good faith.

The patent statute also limits the recovery of damages in that no

damages can be collected for an infringement committed more than six years

prior to the filing of the infringement suit (35 USC Sec 286) or before the

infringer was notified of the infringement (unless the patent owner or his

25 licensee marks the patent products that he makes or se l l a-wi th a notice

that it is patented).

D. THE LICENSING AND SALE OF PATENTS

A. OWNERSHIP OF PATENTS

A patent is personal property,' and may bebought,sold, mortgaged,
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cc., 365 U.S. 336 (1961)) The reconditioning of corroded, rusted and

inoperative canning machines was also found to be a permissible

reconditioning. (Wilbur-Ellis Co. v : Kuther, 377 u.s, 422 (1964))

Remedies for Patent Infringement

5 The right granted by a patent is often characterized as the right to

exclude others from making, using or selling the patented invention. The

patent statute provides the rights with the power to grant injunctions to

prevent the violation of any right secured by a patent. The injunctions

are to be granted in accordance with the principles of equity and on such

10 terms as the court deems reasonable. (35 USC Sec 283) Thus, the statute

does not mandate the granting of an injunction to the successful patent

owner. However, injunctions are generally not denied unless a strongly

iriequitableresult would occur •. For instance, injunctions have been denied

where the infringer relied on the assertions by the patent owner that he

15 would riot sue. (Royal-McBee Corporation v , Smith-Cor'ona .Marchant Iric , , 295

F2d 1 (CA2, 1961l) Another basis for denying injunctive relief to the

patent owner is the legal doctrine of "laches" .which,in ~ssence,means

that the patent owner has unreasonably·delayed in bringing the court action

toeriforcehis patent rights and has therefore given .theinfringer tbe

20 basis to assume that his activities were non-dnf'mng mg-or- that the patent

owner waived his rights, and therefore that the court in a sense or equity

will not issue an injunction.

The inequities leading to denials of injunctions to patent owners who

have successfully shown infringement usually involve inequities to the

25 infringer. The grounds for denial of an injunction based solely on pub l re

interest considerations have not been fully developed by the courts. The

Supreme Court, however, has repeatedly indicated that the mere non-use of a

patented invention by the patent owner is not a basis by itself for denying

an injunction. (Paper Bag Patent Case, 210 U. S. 405, 430 (1908)) and

30 Har-tf'or-d-Emp ir-e Co. v , U.S., 323 U.S. 386,432 (1945)) The ability of the

patent owner to retain the right to exclude while not using the patented
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Process patents can also provide a different difficulty. The

infringement of a process patent occurs only with the practicing of the

patent; the sale or use of an article or a composition made by the

infringing process po not constitute an infringement. This is different

5 than the laws in most major industrialized countries in which the sale or

use of an article or a composition is an infringement of a process patent.

However, it should be recognized that until recently in many of these

countries, process patents were the only type of patent protection

available for certain classes of inventions such as .new chemicals. In the

10 United States, patents can be obtained on new chemicals. Since the

infringement of a process patent only occurs when the process is practiced

in the United States, a product made by an infringing process can.be

imported into the United States without recourse by the patent owner under

the patent laws. However, the patent owner can seek to bar importation of

15 the product as an unfair trade practice in an action before the

International Trade Commission. (19 USC Sec 1337) The patent owner must

not only prove that the product was .made by an infringing process but also

that the importation is inflicting substantial injury to an efficiently and

economically operated domestic industry in order for the International

20 Trade Commission to issue an order preventing importation. An

International Trade Commission action is therefore more difficult for.a

patent owner to pursue than an infringement action in the courts .

Proposals have been made to amend the patent statute by making the

importation of a product made by a process patented in the United States an

25 actiof infringement. (see, for instance, The Report of the President's

Commission on the Patent System,1966, p , 35-36)

The patent statute also provides that.sellinga component of a

patented product or a material or apparatus for practicing a patented

process for the purpose of enabling the purchaser to infringe the patent is

30 contributing infringement. However, the component, material or apparatus

must not be a "stable article or commodity" (that is, an item in common

use) of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use. (35 USC Sec

271(c» In essence, the statute attempts to strike a balance between the
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C. Patent Infringement

57DRAFT

The. patent statute broadly defines an infringer as

What Constitutes an Infringement

A person making, using or selling a potential invention is termed a "direct

infringer." Thus, for example, if the patented invention was a new wrench,,
direct infringers would include the manufacturer who made the wrench

10 without the permission of the patent owner, the wholesaler who .obtained the

wrench from the manufacturer and sold .L t to a retailer ,the· retailer who

sells it to a consumer ,and the consumer who uses the wrench. The patent

owner, at his descretion, may elect to pursue his patent rights against

anY,or all, of these infringers. Practicalities usually di.ctate that,

15 because of the expense of patent litigation,. only a party with .substantial

infrtnging activities (e. g., the.manufacturedwi 11 be pursued. However,

the possibility of an infringement suit can dissuade wholesalers and

retailers from handling goods that might infringe another's patent.

" ••. whoever without authority makes, uses or sells any

5 patented invention, within the United States during the

terms of the patent therefore ... " (35 USC Sec 271 (a»

In 1941, the Congressional Temporary National Economic Committee

20 specifically found that some patent owners were using threats of bringing

infringement suits against retailers as an anticompetitive.tooland

recommended that the law be revised to prohibit infringement action against

any purchaser. (TNEC Final Report, p, 10, 1941) The recommendation was

not adopted by Congress and strong recommendations to limit infringement

25 actions to manufacturers and importers have not been forthcoming. In part,

the decreased emphasis on abuse of infringement suits has been brought

about by the passage of the Declaratory Judgement Act of 1934 (28 USC Sec

2201-1) which permits a party receiving a threat of suit to bring a court



the inventors. Patent laws, such as those in West Germany,permit.no

penalitiesif all contributors are designated on a patent application.

Restriction to single inventon

The patent statute provides that a patent application can only be

5 directed to one invention; however, ·the Commissioner of Patents and

Trademarks is given the discretion to. waive that requirement in appropriate

circumstances. (35 USC, Sec1211 The requiremenLthat a patent

application be directed. to one invention enables the Patent and Trademark

Office to examine patent applications more effectively since the subject

10 matter is restricted. Also the requirement facilities public access to the

information in the patent since the patent is directed to one subject and

not to a group of unrelated or marginally related Inventons,

The criteria used by the patent examiner for determing whether he will

require the applicant to restrict the application to one invention include

15 the burden that would otherwise be placed on the Patent and Trademark

Office. For example, Ha diverse field of search would be required, then

the applicant would be required to restrict the patent application. The

policy adopted resides with the Commissioner and is subject to change. The

present policy is more liberal toward allowing the patent applicant to

20 claim more than one invention in a-s mg l e patent than. was so in the past,

The degree of discretion allowed to the Commissioner has been subject to

judicial determination. The standard of review that has been applied in

reviewing an examiner's decision to reql.lirerestriction has been more

rigorous than that normally provided for discretionary acts by an agency,

25 There are policy concerns with restricting patent applications to one

invention. For instance, the patent applicant may be required to bear the

costs of filing more than on patent application. A more sUbtle effect "my

also occur. For example, if a patent application claims a new chemical

compound and a process for making the compound, the Patent and Trademark

30 Office could require restriction. If the applicant wished to pursue the
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invalidating the patent if the.error can be corrected. While the statute

appears to be limited to stituations in which individuals other than the

inventor were orginally designated as inventors or not .al l inventors were

designated, recently the policy has been extended by the courts to enable a

51 complete change in the designation of inventors. The Patent and Trademark

Office has requested that this pol Icy be secured by legislation (H.R. 6260,

and S.2211 and 2326, 97th Congress).

The requirement that the true inventor, and only the true inventor, be

designated in a patent application serves several useful purposes. First,

10 the ownership of the property right is with the inventor. If the inventor

is not designated or if more individuals than the inventor are designated,

then the inventor's property rights are affected. Second, by requiring the

inventor to be designated, he is responsible for the application. His

input into the description of the invention and the best mode is thought to

15 ensure a meaningful disclosure of the invention to the public since the

inventor is generally the most knowledgeable person about he invention.

Third" the inventor is likely to be knowledgeable about the prior art to

the invention and any disclosure, public use or sale of the invention.

An issue exists as to whether the designation of inventorshipshould

20 continue tobe critical to the validity of a patent. The U.S. is one of

the few countries which requires that the patent application be ,filed by

the inventor. The practice in other industrialized countries of the world

is that the owner of the invention (such as a companyEo which the rights

to an invention have beenasss igned) can file the patent app l i catLorr,

25 Further, in these countries a misdesignation of the inventor will not lead

to an invalidation of the patent.

It is argued that the reasons for requiring the inventor to,be

designated correctly in a patent application are not as valid today as they

were two hundred years ago. Then, research was ,usually conducted by

30 individuals. Now research is most often conducted by teams. ManY

inventions are the result of the combined efforts of individuals Viorking
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the manner in which claims are viewed in many foreign countries. In the

U.S. claims are seen as being analogous to a deed to a piece of property.

Thus, the claim defines the perimeter of the subject matter covered. The

typical foreign praqtitioner looks to the claim to define the essence of

5 the invention, and the boundaries of the invention are established in an'

infringement action. The foreign claim system does not provide a clear

notice to the public where the limits of patent exclusivity are; but the

patent owner is not penalized if he does not know the limits of' the

invention when the claims are written.

10 A judically developed doctrine provides some equity to the U.S. patent

, owner who incorrectly frames his claims more narr'owl y than the full scope

of the invention. This doctrine is known as the "doctrine of equivalents".

There is a countervailing doctrine which limits the application of the

doctrine of equivalents. This doctrine is known as the<doctrine of file

15 wrapper estoppel. In essence, the doctrine provrdes that if the patent

applicant was refused a broader claim by the Patent and Trademark Office

because of prior art, he cannot later extend the scope of a granted, but

narrower, claim by the doctrine of equivalents. While this is a

description of traditional file wrapper estoppel, the applicant, can 'also

20 prejudice the interpretation of the claims by other actions such as making

admissions against interest during the prosecution of the patent

application. The rationale for the estoppel is that the applicant should

not be permitted to take one position in order to obtain a patent and the

opposite position when the patent is being enforced.

25 In view of the interpretation of claims in U.S. patent practice and

the potential prejudicial effect of having to narrow claims during the

prosecution of the patent application, an understanding of the prior art

and thescope'Of the invention is essential to the preparation of a good

patent application. While the inventor may know that an invention has been

30 made, it is often the case that the full scope of the invention is not

appreciated. For example, an inventor may think that the chemical he has

invented is a solvent~ It may turn out the the chemical is also a pain

killer.
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disclosure of the best mode is an affirmative duty placed on the patent

applicant.

The effect of the best mode requirement will depend on the date that

the best mode is disclosed, on whose knowledge the best mode disclosure is

5 based, and the detail required in the best mode disclosure. Since the

Patent and Trademark Office has no basis on which to effectively

investigate whether the best mode requirement has been satisfied, the

policy has been established by the courts. Although the statute does not

explicitly state, the best mode which is required to be disclosed is that

10 existing on tQe date of filing of the patent application.

Some have expressed concern that the disclosure of the best mode may

prompt an early filing of the patent application to avoid the necessity to

disclose information which would be expected to result from the development

of the invention. Legislative proposals have been made to require that an

15 applicant update the best mode description after the application is filed.

Several countries such as Mexico have patent laws which permit the

government to obtain an up-dating of the. best mode from the applicant.

( There is. opposition to SUch. up-dating because of concens that it

would result in the loss of trade secret information delve loped by the

20 patent applicant for which no patent protection is or can be obtained. The

patent applicant has to evaluate the loss of proprietary information

through disclosure against the benefit that patent rights will prOVide.

Requiring an up-dating on best mode information may discourage filing

patent applications and thereby close off an avenue for the public

25 disclosure of technical information. Also,. such a r equinement could

discourage the development .of the technology during the patent application

pendency to avoid the nEled to disclose improved technology.

Although the statute states that the best mode contemplated by the

inventor is to be disclosed, the policy which has developed includes the

30 knowledge of the best mode of others in a relationship with the inventor.

In other words, the best mode of practicing the invention known to, say,
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patentability exists are the secondary indicators relevant toa

determination of patentability.

The Disclosure of the Invention

The patent statute requires the patent appliction to

5 " contain a written description of the invention,

and of the manner and process of making and using it,

in such fUll, clear, concise, and exact terms as to

enable any person skilled in the art to which it

pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to

10 make and use the same, and shall set forth the best

mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his

invention." (35 USC Sec. 112 ,1st paragrapn)

The intent behind the statute is to ensure that the public receives.a fair

disclosure of the invention in return for the grant of a patent and that

15 the inventor cannot hide a material piece of information needed to

effectively practice. the invention.

A problem faced in drafting the patent application .is ascertaining

whereto draw the line on describing the invention. The determination of .

what information needs to be disclosed .. is subjective. If an. invention

20 relates to a procedure for seismic exploration, does the description need

to disclose hOH to program a computer to analyse the seismic signals'? In

order to use the invention a computer is required and the hypothetical

person skilled in the seismic art wou l d. not be expectedto>knowhoH to

program a computer. The courts have generally taken the position that Hhen

25 the practice of an invention requires more than one art, the description

must be judged on its adaquancy to the artisan in the art to which the

description pertains.
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invention which it does not believe to be patentable, the words employed to

express in educational generalities the rationale for the decision can be

misleading when applied to another situation.

Recognizing the sUbjective nature of decisions regarding

5 patentability, is it possible to obtain a more consistent determination of

what is a patentable invention? One attempt to establish a uniform

standard is being developed in conjunction with the European Patent Office.

The European Patent Office is a single patent office that issues patents

which can be enforced in any of a number of countries subscribing to the

10 Munich Patent Convention. Although the patents are granted by the European

Patent Office, the patents must be enforced in the national courts.

Concern existed because various member countries appeared. to adopt

different standards for patentable inventions prior to the embodiment of

the European Patent Office.

15 The legal definition of the standard of patentability adopted in

establishing the European patent system is similar to that in the U.S. in

that a patentable invention will exist if the <invention is not obvious tca

person skilled in theatt. (Munich· Patent Convention, .Article 36) In

ImplementIng the s'tandar-d, the European Patent Office. referenced the

20 standard to existing practice in the member countries. In particular, the

standard is that used by the West German patent office rather than the

strict Dutch standard or the more liberal British standard. The

description Of the standard was not in terms which would describe how to

evaluate in invention, but rather it referenced an experience factor. The

25 experience factor is, however, understandable only to those who are

familiar with the decisions made in each of the referenced countries.

The approach taken by the European Patent Office is indicative that

within the non-obviousness standard for patentability there is a broad

gradient of potential standards and that a definition of where in that

30 gradient the line is to be drawn is Virtually impossible except through

experience.
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" the only patent that is valid is one which this

Court has not been .able to get its hands on. tI

(Jungersen v. Ostby and Baston, 355 U.S. 560, ( 1949)

At that time there were two particularly troublesome tests for

5 patentability that had been established by the Supreme Court. One test is

referred to as the "flash of genius" test. Simply stated, this test

required that an inventi.on represent more than mechanical. skill, the

improvement must display the flash of crea.tive genius in order to be

patentable. Under this test,. the methodical approach to science such as

10 that used by Edison would theoretically not result "in patentable

inventions. The other test ,the"synergism" test required that an

invention composed of known elements is patentable only when the whole

exceeds the sum of the parts. Allied to this is the test that an invention

is not patentable when it produces an expected. result. The synergism test

15 has prompted comments. that there is no such thing as a mechanical invention

which is patentable since each component of the irlVentionoperates in an

expected fashion to produce an eXPllcted result.

The rather strict tests adopted by the Supreme Court (at least when

the tests are judged literallylperhaps can be explained by the policy

20 approach taken toward patentability by the Court. This approach is

expressed by Justice William O. Douglas in a 1950 opinon:

"Every patent is the grant of a privilege of exacting

tolls from the public. The Framers of the Constitution

plainly did not want ethos emonoplies .f'r-eel y granted.

25 The invention, to justify a patent,had tos.erve the

ends of science--to push back the frontiers of

chemistry, physics, and the like; to make a distinctive

contribution to scientific knowledge." (Great A. & P.

Tea Co. v. Supermarket Equipment Corp., 340 US147, __

30 (1950))
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Furthermore, the "printed pUblication" requirement has raised other

controversies which the statute fails to address. For example, a single

typed copy of a college thesis catalogued in the library of a university

has been held to be.a "printed pubLicat Lon ;" (Potter Instrument Co . , Inc.

5 v , ODEC Computer Systems, Ine , , 370 F Supp. 198 (D.C., R.I., 1974).) On

the other hand, a microfilm of a German patent application, available to

the Library of Congress, has been deemed not to qualify as prior art. (In

re Tenney, 254 F2d 619, CCPA, 1958) Recently, this anomaly has seemingly

been stricken; "printing" no longer is interpreted as a technical

10 requirement, only dissemination or accessibility are required for a

document to constitute prior art. (In re Wyer, CCPA, 1981) Once

again, the role of the judiciary in shaping policy can be seen.

It has been argued that t!)e sheer volume of technical literature,

which has been increasing exponentially, prohibits an authoritative review

15 of the prior art. Proposals have been made to limit the prior art which

maybe considered in determining patentable novelty. One proposal proyides

that only information.which is reasonably available should be considered.

Hence, an obscure periodical with limited distribution in the USSR would

not defeat pat.ent.ab.LLi ty., and the patent reward is proyided for the pubt ic

20 disclosure of the technology. SeveraLfactors must be .considered in

devising a statutory provision which differentiates certain types of

publications from others for purposes of determining novelty. Are there

Constitutional limitations which prescribe providing patents to inventions

which are not novel in an absolute sense? How is the line, to be drawn

25 between publications which can defeat novelty and those which can not?

What is the relative effect of such a distinction with respect to U.S.

based as opposed to foreign.,.based entities and with respect to large and

small corporations or independent inventors?

Non-obvious subject matter

30 Since the beginning of the U.S. patent system there has been a

standard of invention required for patentability. The standard of
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not be known or available to the public at the time the patent app l Lcat.Lon

is filed. The President's Commission on the Patent System recommended that

the U~ited States adopt the approach taken by other industrialized nations

to encourage prompt. action in filing a patent application and making the

5 invention available, to the public, to provide greater uniformity with

foreign patent systems, to simplify the examination proceedings (since the

filing date and not the date of invention determines novelty), and to avoid

forfeiture of foreign patent rights by inventors who relied on the U.S.

one-year grace period. (President's Commission, p. 13-19)

10 There are advantages to international uniformity in determining

novelty. Simplicity is an obvious advantage. A further factor to be

considered is the future likelihood of patent systems evolving on a

regional or world-wide basis that could issue patents valid in more than

one country.

15 A trend in this direction has already begun. A single patent

application to the European Patent Office can provide secure patent

protection in one or more countries. The Patent Cooperation Treaty, which

was ratified by the U. S. in 1970 and came into force in 1978, provides' for

cooperation among patent offices for searching prior art with respect to a

20 patent application upon which.patents have been requested in several

countries. Uniformity of patent systems would be advantageous if the

eventual unification of national patent systems is the desired policy goal.

There are advantages to the present U.S. approach. The grace period

for filing patent applications permits a more extensive evaluation of an

25 invention prior to undertaking the expense of filing. The.vona-year- grace

period also serves the interests of some researchers, particularly in the

academic community, who wish to see th.eir work<published promptly. The

grace period provides some protection against foreclosure of patent rights

andean result in the disclosure of information which might otherwise

30 remain hidden as a trade secret. Consequently, there was strong opposition

to the recommendations of the President's Commission (See IDEA, cites

Green)
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In practice, a presumption appears to exist that an invented process

or product is useful. The standard applied by the Patent and Trademark

Office is that only in instances when the proclaimed activity is

unbelievable on its. face (e.g., perpetual motion machines) does a utility

5 need to be proven to procure a patent. (Manual of Patent Examining

Procedure, Sec. 608.01 (p), Jan. 1981, revision at page 102)

Because of the standards applied by the Patent and Trademark Office,

the utility requirement for patentability can easily be satisfied. For

example, most chemical compounds, when administered in sufficient dosage

10 levels, have insecticidal or herbicidal properties. If patent rights are

obtained for a chemical on the basis of i tsutility as an insecticide (even

though it is impractical to use the chemical for that purpose since it is

not as effective as existing insecticides) the patent may bar another

person, who<discovers that the chemical is useful as an antibiotic, from

15 making, using or selling the chemicaL

Two of the more prominent issues relating to utility involve whether a

chemical which has as its sole utility its being a precursor to another

chemical which has a significant utility is patentable; and.whether an

actiVity exhibited by a chemical is a satisfactory utility for

20 patentability even though the chemical is impractical for that application.

By judicial interpretation, a chemical, or a process for making a

chemical, whose sole utility is that of an intermediate to making an

ultimate chemical of significant utility is patentable. (Brenner v.

Manson, 86S. Ct. 1033 (1966). But no utility was found since the final

25 product had no significant utility. (See, . for· instance, in re Magerlein,

____) •(For further discussion see W. D.Woessner, Recent Decisions

Affecting the Patentability of Chemical Intermediates, Journal of the

Patent Office Society, v. 63, May 1981; p. 258-275.)

The latter issue of impracticality arises particularly in connection

30 with chemicals asserted to have bioactivity. For example, a chemical may
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a degree of flexibility in the existing patent system and Congress has the

authority to intercede legislatively should further changes be required.

B. The Statutory Requirements for Patentability

Statutory Classes of Patentable Inventions

5 One area of the law which has undergone revision in the past pertains

to the subject matter of patentable inventions. Since 1870 Congress has

limited the classes of subject matter of inventions which. can be patented

to a n. process, machine, manufacture,. or composition of matter, or

any;. improvement thereof •.• " (35 USC, Sec. lOll A clear intent

10 at the time of passage of the statute was that discoveries relating to the

laws of nature, physical phenomenon, and abstract ideas could not be

patented. While the century-old statutory language has managed to

accommodate thousands of inventions; there have been some technological

advances that do not fall readily into the subject categories identified by

15 statute in 1870.

The field ofgenetic angineer-ing .. for example,hasraised serious

problems. The Paterrt and Trademark Office initially took the position that

a microorganism which was genetically engineered by man was unpatentable

because the statute does not explicitly state that living organisms can be

20 patented. After eight years of Patent and Trademark Office and court

appeals, the Supreme Court ruled that living organisms ana patentable.

(Diamond v , Chakrabarty, 100 SC 3304, 1980) (FN - Fora t'ur-thervdLscuss ron,

see OTA Report on Impacts of Applied Genetics, Microorganisms,Patentsand

Animals, Chapter 12, 1981)

25 In the area of computer programing, the Supreme Court upheld a Patent

Office determination that an algorithm (a procedure for solving a

mathematical problem) used to convert binary code decimal numbers to

equivalent pure binary numbers is unpatentable. (Gottschalk v. Benson, 409

US 63, 1967) The basis for the finding was that an algorithim is like a
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25

innovation, advancement or social benefit gained

thereby. Moverover, Congress may not authorize

the issuance of patents whose effects are to

remove ex~stent knowledge from the public domain,

or to restrict free access to materials already

available. Innovation, advancement,and things

which add to the sum of useful knowledge are

inherent requisites in a pater.t system which by

constitutional command must promote the progress

of ••. useful Arts.' This is the standard

expressed in the Constitution and it may not be

ignored. And it is in this light that patent

validily requires reference to a standard written

into the Constitution ... tI <Graham v. John Deere

Co. of Kansas City, 383 US 1,- (1966))

The standard for patentability has been considered to be a

Constitutional standard. The patent system operated until 1953 without any

statutory language attempting to define an invention.

III its early years,thepatentsystemcreatedby Congress underwent

several changes. Under the law of 1790, the responsibility foI' granting

patents to novel and useful inventions resided in aboard composed of the

Secretary of State, the Secretary of War and the Attorney GeneraL The

board existed for only three years, granting fifty-sevenpatents,before

the law was changed to establish a registration system under which patents

weregrented without an examination as to the novelty or usefulness of ,the

invention. High fees were assessed and foreign patent applicants were

assessed premium fees. This enabled the patent system to serve as a source

of needed income for the fledgling government.

.,

Complaints about the granting of invalid patents and the necessity and

30 expense of challenging such patents in court resulted in demands for

reform. In 1836 the patent laws were changed to reinstate the examination

of patent applications.
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Section II

Selected Issues in Patent Law. I

A. The FOImdation of the Present Patent System

The United States Constitution, Article I, Section 8, Clause 8,

5 provides that:

"The Congress shall have the Power . . . To

promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts,

by securing for limited Times to •. Inventors,

the exclusive Right to their.. Discoveries."

10 This Constitutional provision is the basis for our federal patent

system. An understanding of the factors which influenced the drafting of

this provision is helpful in assessing the role of the patent system

intended by the founding fathers.

The practice of granting exclusive rights (patents) to inventors has

15 existed more than five centuries. By the 16th century, patents were widely

used by German princes to encourage commerce within their principalities by

providing incentives for the introduction of new technology into their

territories.

The English Crown adopted patents of monopoly to reward court

20 favorites with exclusive rights to sell certain basic commodities, such as

salt, in specified geographic areas. Thus the emphasis shifted from

encouraging innovation to granting economic advantage to a privileged few.

Because of the abuses, the Parliment in 1624 adopted the Statute of

Monopolies which banned the granting of patent monopolies except to a

25 "first and true inventor" or for "the sole working or making of any manner
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it appears that patents may be what Scherer calls an "incremental

stimulus", an important factor in some but not all innovation.

To the extent ~hat patents do affect potential innovators, many

economists argue that the benefits of patents should be measured from a

5 dynamic perspective. Kahn, for example, argues that a continuous flow of

innovation is desirable and a proper goal for mechanisms such as patents. 32

With a continuous flow of innovation, resulting benefits such as economic

growth can outweigh the costs of temporary inefficiencies associated with

the patenting of individual innovations. Similarly, the public interest in

10 innovation for areas such as mediCine, food, and chemicals may be so great

that monopoly is intolerable but technological progress is. so important

that the incentive value of patents outweighs transient costs of monopoly.

From the perspective of the system it can even be argued that temporarily

inefficient use of indiVidual innovations may not be bad where there are

15 many innovations, because individual' inefficiencies .may be, offsettmg, 33

Economists have fecusedon the. patent term in analyzing ways to

perfect the patent system. Various economic models indicate how patent

terms may be adjusted to balance the costs and benefits and minimize

inefficiency; Models·take into account such factors as the' degree of cost

20 reduction in process Innove t Ionsv..dfacount. rates. used in evaluating

innovation costs and benefits., elasticities of demand for different

products., and growth in population and income levels. 34 Given a practical

need for administrative simplicity, such models may be of little practical

use because they indicate that optimal patent. terms must be calculated for

25 each .invention.

Economists have also discussed alternatives to. the patent system.

Most alternatives discussed in the literature involve separating the

reward--and therefore the incentive--for invention and innovation from

charges to users of new technological knowledge. As Arrow notes, however,

30 the link between the reward and the user charge made by patents (or other

mechanisms that create a property right in an invention). is inherently
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inventors to appropriate their ideas, and uncertainty about new

technological frontiers.

Finally, improyements in analysis of the behavior of firms may also

affect evaluations of the patent system. Conventional analyses of

5 innovation tend to regard technological knowledge as the main determinant

of production decisions and to assume that production decisions are made by

a single-minded entity called management, which bases production decisions

primarily on technological knowledge and the goal of profit maximization.

Recent developments in organization theory and industrial organization

10 theory have called that assumption into question. Theoretical and

empirical work suggest ~hat technological knowledge defines only a rather

broad realm within which managerial decisions are made. Actual managerial

decisions reflect such factors as different personal motives of firm

members, different organizational goals (alternative to profit

15 maximization),and different attitudes toward-risk. ,The confluence of all

of these factors serves to dull the effects ofa.ny one incentive, such as

patent monopo Iy.. to complicate prediction of firmandindllstry behavior,

and possibly to slow the rate of technological diffusicm.

IN SUM•••

20 An overall evaluation of the costs and benefits of the patent system

is difficult to. make because the magnitudes of costs and.benefits are

difficul t to measure. In general ,economists today appear to accept that

patents are valuable because they stimulate invention that would otherwise

not be forthcoming, although the costs, benefits,· and 'overall effectiveness

25 of patents seem to vary among classes of innovations as. well as among

industries.

The social costs of the patent system reflect both the natllreof

patents and the conduct of inventors, busineSses or individuals, in

exploiting them. Costs include losses in efficiency and consumer

30 satisfaction associated with monopoly restrictions on access to new
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ON THE OTHER HAND ...

Three relatively new theoretical developments expand and perhaps alter

the analysis of pat~nteconomics beyond more conventional evaluations of

how patents influence producers. One development focuses on the pecuniary

5 effects of innovation, one on the common-property nature of undiscovered

ideas, and one on the behavior of firms.

Attention to the pecuniary effects of innovation has come from

development of the economics of information. Most economic analyses of

innovation focus on the technical effects of changes in technological

10 knowledge--thechanges in production processes and product mix.

Hirschleifer points out that.: the generation of new technological

information provides <opportunities for monetary gain that are separate

from, but dependent'on,thetechnicaleffectsofinnovation. Because the

essential product of invention is information, an inventor cannot only

15 change his own production activity or sell the information so that others

can change their production activities, he can also use the information to

speculate and invest optimally. An inventor can obtain financial gain by

investing in productive activities (without'·necessarily' engaging.in them)

before pub l i ahfng his new technological knowledge, while prices and profits

20 in the economy at levels that do not account for his invention. After

publishing the new technological knowledge and/or marketing his invention,

the speculating inventor. benefits from changes in prices and profits

consistent with adoption of his innovation. Society gains. from the

publishing of the new information and the resulting reaILocationof

25 resources. 29

From this per-spect ive', dissemination of new technological information

is both privately and socially beneficial. Furthermore, the prospect of

private gain from speculative as well as productive activities may motivate

overinvestment in innovation. This conclusion is SUbstantially different

30 from conventional analyses, where the exclusive focus on the technical

effects of innovation and the problems'associated with the marketing of
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aimed at a common innovation goal; the likelihood that only one approach

will succeed; and the tendency for individual firms to assess their own

innovative or technological prowess overoptimistically compared to that of

other firms make copper-at i on less likely for innovation than for other

5 aspects of industry conduct, in particular pricing. For either innovation

or' pricing, however,profits for each firm and for the group or industry

would probably be higher with cooperation. 27

Although technological opportunity, potential for product

differentiation, and other market characteristics affect the level of

10 competition in R&D among industries, the patent system seems to promote

competition in R&D. This is so because, although it is expected in general

that some firms competing to innovate will succeed while others fail, a

patent system makes financial reward for a particular innovation contingent

on being the first to succeed (and apply forapatentl. However, while the

15 value of being first stimulatesinven1;ive<behavior, it does not necessarily

stimulate innovation or the use of new technologies. Because receipt of a

patent restricts use of new technologies by parties. other than the patent

holder, it may lessen the· incentive toa patent holder for using patented

technology to compete in product markets.

20 The patent system may affect competition in R&D and .theallocation of

resources to R&D in several ways. First, there may bean incentive· to

rivals to develop innovations that are similarto.a patented development,. a

practice referred to as "inventing around". Success ina particular

innovation for one rival encourages imitation by other rivals because it

25 illuminates an area where innovation can be successful ; developing

technology may be less risky in that area than in untriedareas.

Inventing around is also encouraged by the patent systembecause·the

introduction of new technology, the use of which is restricted by a patent,

can pose a direct competitive threat to the innovator's rivals in product

30 markets. Second, there may be an incentive to rivals to develop

innovations that are intermediate between prior art and newly patented

teChnology (" inventing between" l. If using or patenting techno logy that is
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innovation in industry structure,there is relatively little empirical

evidence of such effects to date. 18

The presence of antitrust law, which limits industry concentration and

monopolization, complicates study of the "natural" influence of

5 concentration on innovative behavior. The preponderance of opinion among.

contemporary economists is that patent law, which creates monopolies, and

antitrust laws, which dismantle or inhibit development of most monopolies,

are in fact fundamentally consistent. Patent and antitrust law may

(separately and together) affect different industries differently, however,

10 because industries differ in their propensities to patent and to inhibit

competition.

Economists disagree as to how patent and antitrust influences

interact. Markham argues that the joint existence of patent and antitrust

law encourages innovation and patenting as means for gaining market. power

15 becausapatant ing. is legally rewarded,while other means are .legally

circumscribed. 19 Kahn and Bowman, on theotherhand.s, assert that the

existence of antitrust laws reduces the incentives offered by patent

laws. 20 Bowman is at odds Ivith Kahn and most other economists, however, in

arguing for more lenient antitrust treatment. of restrictive arrangements

20 that may be made in selling or. licensing..patented items. Bowmanargues

that such provisions are more efficient as well as more profitable to the

patent holder, while Kahn and others contend that they are inefficient

becau.sethey restrict competition and discourage innovation by. restricting

application of new technological knowledge.

25 Innovation varies among.industries, dspsndingcon. ot.hen industry

attributes as well as concentration. For example, the size of the market-

the number of potential buyers and the level of potential demand-r-Ls an

important industry attribute affecting innovative behavior. The larger the

manket , the greater the expected profit from introducing a new product or

30 process, because sales volume is larger, making scale economies. and ~inimum

unit production costs easer to achieve. 2 1 (Whether concentration among
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A large body of theoretical and empirical analyses of invention and

innovation suggests that the value of patents depends largely on the

setting for R&D, which varies by industry with characteristics of industry

structure and firm conduct.

5 Market structure and conduct affect innovation with or without

patents. Early analyses by J. Schumpeter and other proponents of supply~

oriented models of innovation focused on large firm size and market power

(control over price)~~ingredients of industry concentration in general and

monopoly inparticular--as requirements for innovation. Such analysis

10 supported the use of patents because patents act to promote innovation by

enhancing market power. However, empirical studies have shown little or no

consistent association between spending on R&D or other inputs to

innovatiOn and attributes of large firms· and concentrated industries that

economists have hypothesized. might be important for innovations. Such

15 attributes include liquidity, .large capital requirements,product

diversification,.' scale. economies in product.ronTthe association.of large

production volumesi-lithlow unit costs) ,and even scale economies in

research. There appears to be greater doubt about the importance of large

(absolute) firm size for Irinove.tron ; as opposed to invention. Although, in

20 genenal; the larger the firm,themore is spent on R&D,'andthe more spent

on R&D, the more patents are 'obtained, large firms dO.notseem

disproportionately innovative. 1,2

One factor associated with relatively large firm size and

concentration that does appear important for innovation is the need to

25 possess SOme technological expertise.and specific types of research

facilities in order to compete, which economists. refer to as the presence

of technological barriers to entry into' an industry •. Moderate-level,

rather than low~ or high-level, technological barriers to entry may

stimulate innovation. The possibility of some entry provides an incentive

30 to innovate to protect or enhance firm market position, while some

restriction of entry makes rapid imitation of technological developments. by

competitors, which would discourage innovation, less likely.13 An
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sell at least as much of the patented p~oduct as unde~ conventional

monopoly conditions by setting the p~ice of a patented, p~ima~y p~oduct

lowe~ than its potential monopoly p~ice and setting the p~ice of the

(unpatented) complementa~y good highe~ than its competitive p~ice. If mo~e

5 of the patented p~oduct is sold th~ough tying a~~angements than unde~

conventional monopoly conditions, the outcome is mo~e efficient as long as

the complementa~y good is (othe~wise) comp~titively supplied and the patent

holde~ gains mo~e p~ofit.

Tying a~~angements allow a patent holde~ to "mete~" the value of an

10 innovation to diffe~ent use~s because they give the patent holde~ mo~e

info~mation about use~ activities than is available f~om sales of the

patentedp~oduct alone. Consequently, a patent. holde~canuse a tying

arr-angement to "enfo~ce" the most technically efficient combinations Of the

p~ima~y and complementa~y p~oducts(while inc~easingoutput of the joint

15 pnoduct) because. l ower-Lng the pr-Ies of t.herpr.imar-y good and ~aisingthe

p~ice of the tied good discou~agesexcessive use of the tied good, whe~e

possible, as a means of economizing. S Like p~ice-disc~imination, tying

ar-rangements entail at~ansfe~ of sur-p lua/r-esour-ces rr-om consumers to

p~oduce~s.

-20 The f'or-egofng discussion assumed that, but fo~ patents, a competitive

ma~ket might/would obtain. Simila~analyses, howeve~, can be pe~fo~med fo~

the ~elatively few cases whe~e monopoly·is·the initial ma~ket condition.

Innovations applicable to initially monopolistic market.s ar-e mor-e commonly

for new p~ocesses ~athe~ than fo~ new p~oducts because monopoly is

25 sustainable fo~ ve~y few p~oducts. The.int~oduction of new p~ocesses into

a monopolistic mar-ket, will gene~ally rarse benefits to consumer-s , because

cost ~eductionsalmostalways make output expansion and p~ice ~eduction

p~ofitable9 Int~oduction of a new p~oduct will almost always inc~ease

consume~ benefits by c~eating new consume~ su~plus (unless the monopolist

30 pe~fectly p~ice-disc~iminates). Howeve~, if a p~oduct innovation allows a

ma~ket to be monopolized and the monopolist can p~event consume~s f~om

buying--and gaining or-rgina.l levels of satisfaction rr-om-r the old-
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dependent monopolist. Innovations that produce less drastic cost

reductions, however, may not make significant output expansion profitable

and without significant output expansion there would be little consumer

benefit during the patent term. In all of the above cases, a transition to

5 competitive prices and output levels following termination of the patent

term would sUbstantially increase consumer surplus. 6

It is possible, at least in theory, to increase output and lower

prices with patent (and other) monopolies relative to conventional monopoly

levels by changing the way in which the monopolist collects extraordinary

10 profits. This could (if permitted under antitrust laws) be done in two

ways, each of which alters/compromises the distribution of resources

between consumers and producers.: price discrimination and tying

arrangements.

Price discrimination is. the practice of charging different prices to

15 different consumers ; according to their valuation of the product, The

producer must be a monopolist, because control over pr.ice is required,

while consumers must be unable to resell what they purchase toothet's (and

thereby cause price tofaH). The discriminating producer gets extra

revenue on whatever quantity is sold and may therefore maximize profits at

20 higher output levels than non-discriminating monopoly levels. See figure

4. When a greater. quantity is sold. (up to the competitive amount, if it is

consIstent with profit maximization), the monopoly resource allocation with

discrimination is more efficient than without. However, consumers transfer

much or all of their surplus valuation to the producer. There is also a

25 loss in "social efficiency" because purchasers. paying different prices

cannot increase their satisfaction by trading with others). 7

Tying arrangements make sale of a primary goodicontIngent on purchase

of a complementary good ((or example, a photocopying machine and paper used

With it). They take advantage of the fact that consumers may value the

30 primary and complementary products jointly, for example where both are

inputs to a final product. With a tying arrangement, a patent holder could
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collectively, likely to create relatively little inefficiency through

inflated prices .and restricted outputs. The practice of developing product

or process variants, referred to as inventing around, may nevertheless be

inefficient.inother ways, as discussed later.

5 Monopoly raises distribution as well as efficiency questions. Because

less product is sold under monopoly than under competition, fewer

consumers--only those who value the product most--may be served. Because

prices are higher under monopoly,consumers transfel" in prices paid to

producers what would have been surplus valuation under competitive

10 conditions. For a given quantity of product sold,consumer surplus is

lower and producer surplus (the surplus in revenue over the c.ost of real

resources used in production) is higher with monopoly. Because producers

gain greater. controL over resources relative .to consumers, they may effect

a different mix of consumption and. production activities. across the economy

15 than might obtain if consumers contno l.Ied-mor-evr-esouncas, although .either

allocation may be efficient.

Patent monopolies may also yield increasesinconsumevsatisfaction

that offset the erosion of consumer surplus' implied byrnonopolyprice.and

output levels. The introduction of a new product, at any volume, provides

20 a nel-l source of consumer sur-p lus, Consumer satisfaction.wilLalwa,ys.

increase with the introduction of a new, product unless the patent holder

exceneases perfect.pricediscrimination, a pract.Ica (d.rscussed below),

which tr-ansr'er-s all consumer surplus to producers. thrpugh pr-rcesrpard.

A process innovation. mayor may not raise consimerv.sur-p.Ius during the

25 patent· term j"theeffectsof. pl"ocessinnovations.onconsumel"surplusdep.end

on whether and howmuchHoutput is expanded. Growth in output raises

consumer surplus. See figure 3. Growth in output depends on the degree of

cost reduction achieved. The introduction into a competitive market of a

process innovation that lowers marginal production costs below the initial

30 competitive'price level (a "drastic" reduction, according to K. Arrow and

others) will make growth in output level more profitable for the patent-
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patentsl an innovative competitive firm can earn extraordinary profits long

enough to at least recover development costs depends on the nature of the

innovation and the ease with which it can be imitated, which determines the

ease with which new firms can enter the market for the innovation.

5 By creating limited monopolies, patents enable any firm, whether

originally in a competitive, oligopolistic, or monopolistic market, to earn

extraordinary profits on an innovation because use of patented technology

and therefore entry into the market for that technology are restricted.

The economic effects of patent-monopolies are the same whether the patent

10 holder produces the new product or whether he licenses others to produce it

in exchange for royalty payments. That is, the same levels of monopoly

prices,profits, and output restrictions are achievable in either case.

Patents provide one of the instances where the overall efficiency (and

distributionlimplications> of monopo ly are ambiguous. On one hand,

patents, like othermonopolies,giverise to misallocations of resources

during the period in which monopoly is sustained. On the other hand, they

IIlay>.lead to> better resource allocation in the long run, for two reasons:

First,because they lead to greater investment in innovation than might

OCcur without such incentives;.andsecond,because individual innovations

20 may improve the alocation of productive resources, especially after the

patent monopoly ceases· to be in. effect. Even in. the short run, an

innovation introduced under monopoly conditions~mayimprove resource

allocation relative topreinnovation conditions. For example, productivity

improvements from process innovations may at least offset the misallocation

25 effects of non-competitive prices and production levels unless the monopoly

price (and production restriction) is so great ~ a1! to overpower the

productiVity effects. 3 The likelihood that patents promote .efficiency

overall is greatest where patent-derived profits are just sufficient to

recover research costs; the likelihood of reduced efficiency overall is

30 greatest where patent-derived profits are disproportionately larger or

smaller than research costs. 4
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would lose business by prlclng at levels exceeding marginal cost, a

monopolist controls both production output and price levels; he can take

advantage of the responsiveness of sales volume to price level to maximize

profits. The higher relative price of a monopolistically-produced item

5 leads consumers to buy less of it and more of other goods and services.

See figure 2. Consequently, the allocation of goods and services in the

economy is inefficient relative toa situation where all goods are produced

competitively.

While both competitive and monopolistic firms seek to maximize

10 .pr-of'Lt.s , competitive, profits (the excess of revenues over costs, where

costs include a competitive level of return on investment) are said to be

maximized at a level of zero and monopolistic profits are greater than

zero. That monopoly profits are higher than competitive profits is what

makes monopoly attractive to eiltrepreneurs in general. This differential

15 can be sustained because monopolistic markets are fundamentally different

from competitive ones. The critical difference is one' of opportunity to

enter into production in the market. In a competitive market, "normal"

profit levels do .not, attract new firms. New producers enter when profits

exceed normal levels, increasing the total quantity of product sold and

causing the price to fall until profits return to normal levels. In a

monopolistic market entry by any 'other firm or' firms' is: barred by one or

more factors (for example, cost conditions that allow the market to be

served efficiently by only one producer), allowing the monopolist to reap

extraordinary profits contmuousty; Extraordinary profits and output

25 restrictions may be observed in a variety of intermediate market

structures, including oligopoly (control by a few sellers)" but generally

at lower levels than in pure monopoly.

Competitive markets are relatively unsupportive of innovative activity

because free entry prevents competitive firms from earning extraordinary

30 profits for long. Without extraordinary profits, firms cannot recover the

costs of innovative activity, which are independent of the costs of

producing a new product or developing a new process. Whether (without
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than if there were more deve Iopment , pUblication,· and use of new

technological knowledge. Patents can help to correct the problem of

underinvestment in innovation by helping inventors to appropriate the

technological infor~ation they create and recover their costs for creating

5 it. Patents do not, however, necessarily motivate the use of new

technological information. Whether and how new technological information

is used, with and without patent protection, depends on a multiplicity of

factors, most notably the attributes of the markets for specific

Irmovations •

10 The ideas that innovation is desirable and that creation,

dissemination, and use of new technological knowledge do not ordinarily

proceed at socially desirable levels have been accepted for years ,.al though

the rationales for patents and the evaluations of patents have varied.

Economrs ts and others have advanced a variety of justifications .ron. patents

over. the past two to' three centuries. Four.common. jus.tificationsare

identified by F•. Machlup inhis>cornprehensive·reviewo:f.theeconomics of

the>patent system: natural. law, rewardbYimonopoly, exchange>for secrets,

and monopoly profit Incentive ;

20 property right in their original ideas, .. and:the.reward·by monopoly

argument,.claimingthat justice' r-equir-esv.a reward for. the public. service of

innovation, were popular in the eighteenth and nineteenth. centuries " These

arguments. were abandoned in twentie,th centllryeconomicdebat,es,.in part

because> they are not economic'. arguments; property rights and just rewards

are LegaI. and> social constructs without : intrinsic economic meaning. The

exchange for secrets argument focuses on the economic valueof

disseminating new tech!1ologicalknowledge,,··for.whichi society compensates

its'creators with patents in exchange for its dissemination. finallY, the'

monopoly profit incentive argument rocuses-on the relationship between

30 ma.rket structure and firm profits. It claims that patents are the easiest

way to motivate innovation, because monopolies promise extraordinary

profits and profits are the central concer-rrof innovators. The prevalent
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spreading the risks of innovation lead inventors, businesses, and investors

to under invest in innovative activity. However, they would underinvest in

innovative activity even if optimal mechanisms for spreading risk were

available. This is.so because, given the relatively high risk levels

5 associated with innovation, the cost of adequate risk spreading (such as

insurance premiums) would greatly reduce or even eliminate the net profit

from innovation and greatly reduce or even eliminate the incentive to

invest in innovation.

10

15

20

25

30

Underinvestment in innovation is also likely because innovation is

based on information. Economists differ in the ways they relate innovation

to information (specifically, technological knowledge) but a common theme

is that information provides a template for economicactivities. 2

Underinvestment in innovation is likely because information tends to. be

undervalued, a condition that makes it incompatible with conventiona1

markets.

Information tends to be undervalued because it is characterized by

what economists call inappropriabili ty and indivisibility.. To be traded

optimally in a market, a corrunodity has to be appropriable--it must

possible to hold and transfer exclusive title to the corrunodity, otherwise

producer cannot control its distribution and extract economic value for

it. Information, unlike conventional goods, is virtually inappropr iable

for two reasons. First, the use of information by one or more users does

not diminish or exhaust its availability to other users. Second, it is

extremely cheap--even costless--to transmit or reproduce information.

Because of imperfect appropriability, producers (and users) of

technological information lose some control. over it in commercial

applications. Information is shared with customers. and/or competitors

through embodiment in products or production processes and because it is

assimilated into the skills and thinking of employees. Potential

developers and buyers of new technological information undervalue it

because of these losses of control, and consequently engage in too little

invention and innovation.
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who value the product at levels at least as high as the price do buy it.

The triangle a-bec in figure 1 represents consumer surplus, the additional

value consumers may attach to products above the price they pay. The

creation of new products through innovation almost automatically raises

5 consumer satisfaction because it increases the number of products ~onsumed

(more "triangles"). Cost-reducing process innovations increase consumer

satisfaction when prices fall and quantities produced rise, raising

consumer surplus (bigger "triangles"),

WHY WE DON'T GET ENOUGH INNOVATION

10 Although innovation can have a profound impact on different markets,

most economists feel that it is not an activity that normal, competitive

market behavior will support at levels commensurate with its economic value

to society and even to private.. parties. Markets fail to support. innovation

adequately primarily for two reasons.: becatiseof'uncertainty and because

ofinhovation is inf'ormation,which is pecutiarlyincompatible

with normal market behavior.

Innovative activity is characterized by relatively high levels

uncertainty. No one knows with certainty whether innovative activity will

yield desired technological changes and/or whether new technologies will

prove commercially successful. The probabilities that innovative efforts

may be partial or complete failures, and the loss of t ime, money, and other

resources that occurs with failure, make investment in innovation risky.

25.

30

From society's. perspective,any new, activity; inclUding innovation,

.shouldbe' undertaken if ,on average, it is expec~edtoyieldat least the

-Tevel' of return on investment avaUable normal;. competitive- market

activities. However, individua.ls and businesses thinking about investing

in innovation tend to base their decisions on the relative variability of

possible returns a.nd the relative likelihood of loss, rather than on the

average or expected level of return on investment. Reluctance to risk

losses and the absence of adequate mechanisms (such as insurance) for
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